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Recently I had the unfortunate
necetunty to ride a train and
for. five miserable hours on that
it rk arid pull vehicle I had
to ough material to write a hook
entitled- "How to Alienate Paste tigers and Cause Nervous
Breakdowns." It is an amazing
thing to me, that in this highly
Charge Democrats
tomtit-Wive field of transportation that the railroads of this
With Pressure From
country seems fifty years behind
Two
Campaigners
their competitors in service,
John Sherman cI SI1)C I Tuesconvenience and accomodations.
day charged Adlai Stevenson
•
svith "inconsistencies" in posiIn the first place I drove forty tions Stevenson has taken on
miles from my honse-town in agriculture and labor issues.
Mississippi to catch the train,
Cooper said the Democratic
since railroad service to that presidential nominee was "for
town is worse than the Tomer- and against" rigid farm price
vine trolley and what is more supports and "for and against"
runs only once a day. When I repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act
Cooper and Thruston Morton,
got to my destination, forty
miles from where I started, I Kentucky's other GOP senawas told that the train was 40 torial nominee, visited Ballard.
minutes late In the wide spot Hickman, Fulton and Graves
in ths road v‘ here I drove to Counties Tuesday. They opened
board the train I waited exactly their campaign in London last
sixty minutes and in that time Saturday.
Cooper also told his Fulton
I drank four cups of coffee,
talked to the night policeman audience
that
Stevenson
is
(Continued on Page Six)
of the town, :earned all the local gossip and politics and had
time left over to write four
chapters of a novel called.
"Train Travel is for Birds."
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CAMPAIGN SPEECHES Demo Candidates BANKERS ARE TOLD
TBA Meeting At
Hears
NA&ID Directors

At Opening Rally

Knoxville

Sen. Earle C. Clements and Lawrence W. Wetherby
Tuesday night urged the election of senators with experience—best provided, they said by their long service in government.
They also sefant to "explode the 'peace and prosperity'
theme of the. Republican campaign" in speeches prepared for delivery Tuesday night at the opening of their
senatorial campaigns.
A crowd estimated by Shelbyville Police Chief Roy S.
Jones at 8,000 to 10,000 heard a call for unity by both
factions of a divided Democratic party in Kentucky.
Gov. A B. Chandler kept an
engagement
Chicago and
in
missed the opening but he was
represented by Lt. Gov. Harry
Lee Waterfield, his running
•

•

•

•

FORMER RAILROAD MORTON, COOPER
WORKER CONVICTED OPEN CAMPAIGN
OF PAY FRAUD

mate Last year.
Waterfield
expressed confidence the Democrats can —lick
the Republicans in Kentucky
and in the nation this year."
"If we have had any fights in
our party," he said, "it is time
to dissolve that difference.
•"Never will thIsigs past or present or things to come separate
roe from my party."
Sen Robert Humphreys, serving by Chandler's appointment
the interim term in the sea;
Wetherby seeks, said he would
"vote for and support all Democratic nominees, including those
seeking senatorial seats."
Clements presented the message on voter wisdom in choos(Continued on Page Six)

Delegates to the annual Tennessee Bankers Association conf(rences last week in Knoxville
heard how a proposed industrial
development credit corporation
could aid location and expansion
of industry in Tennessee.
The delegates also heard an
analysis of the "non-political"
Federal Reserve System, got a
preview of how automation is
expected to meet an ever-increasing, volume of bank 'business, and were reminded of the
bank's obligation to its customers and the community.
Dr. George I Whitlatch, proposing organization of a credit
corporation for industrial development, noted that activities of
(Continued on Page Six)
HUMBOLT GETS PLANT

BOND TRIO
Krery Sunday On

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Five -0--
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Biggest Show Of
All Time Planned
For Scout Carnival
The biggest show since Barnum and Bailey hit the
sawdust trail will be held in Fulton next Wednesday,
September 26. It is then that the Cub_Scouts of Fulton
will stage the biggest, -most interesting and most entertaining carnival in' the history or the pack and that's
saying a lot.
Twenty booths and concession
stands have been planned, free
rides for the little dolts, hot
dogs, popcorn and cotton candy
will be sold and the famous cake
walk will be held to keep young
and old swinging to win one of
those famous homemade cakes
that are awarded at the end of
the walk.
Its going to be stupendous and
gigantic in the old carnival way
with a dart toss, a shooting gallery, a fish pond, a Sock-emSamba booth, a bean bag toss,
even a Girlie show, a basketball toss, a blow-gun game, a
turtle 'run, a pony ring and 'a
Parcel Post sale, where packages are arriving from everywhere in these %United States to

be sold at the auction.
And highlighting the Carnival
Will be that eager event when
a Cub Scout Queen will be selected to reign over all Cub
• • • •
See Application Blank at
bottom of page.
• • • •
Scout
festivities during
the
year. Queen Cathy Campbell
and her maids Nancy Treas and
Peggy Russell will retire from
their royal reigns and twelve
young ladies betseeen the ages
of eight and ten will compete for
the title of Queen and Maids of
the Cub Scouts to rule for another full year.
Activity on the mid-way will
begin _at three o'clock in the
afternoon and the Pack Committee is sending out a cordial
invitation
for
everybody
to
come early and make a full day
of the Cub Scout Carnival. Concession stands, laden with good
food of all kinds will be sold
and if you're on the grounds at
supper-ttime, just feast from the
delicacies that will be sold at
the stands. Tables will be set
up around the midway for your
eating convenience.
This year, for the first time,
the carnival will be held in the
new and improved Fulton City
Park. The youngsters can have
a great time romping round the
park, enjoying the merry-goround and the other free rides
that will be available for carnival enjoyment.
The little boys in blue are
out selling tickets for the carnival at ten cents each . . . so buy
a ticket or two or three from
the little fellow when he calls
on you.

J. Hungerford-Smith
Boarding the train an hour
Company, processor of soda founlate and arriving in Fulton an
tain supplies, announced that it
hour and a half later than I was
Thruston B. Morton, of Louiswill construct a million-dollar
supposed to. I found myself the
ville. and John Sherman Cooper,
plant in Humboldt, Tennessee
greatest living refugee from a
of Somerset. formally opened
Court Finds Douglas
to produce a complete line of
shake pit . . . and what is more
their campaigns for the U. S.
Drew Benefit Checks
soda fountain and ice cream
had finished the novel on train
Senate, at a Republican rally in
fruits and flavors. In making the
'ray. I and started one on: "How I
While On Steady Job
London Saturday afternoon.
announcement, the firm pointed
o walk faster than riding."
John Sherman Cooper opposto Humboldt's prominence as the
. Freddie Douglas of Owens- es
former Governr Lawrence
center of a strawberry-producHaving bought a couple of boro was found guilty in Federal Weatherby for the four-year uning area.
magaz nes to rein'
- bet wren Court last week of fraudulently expired term of the late Senains writing I got on the train claiming railroad unemployment tor Barkley. Kentuckians have
Three fishermen from Morewith them and called myself benefits under Federal law.
house, Mo., marooned for three
twice elected him to the Senate
getting seating. in • manner that
Douglas was sentenced to 30 in previous elections, and he has
days on an island in the uninshall laughingly call "comfort- cisys in jail The sentence was served for the last year and a
habited area of the Mississippi
able"
. my comfort was not a suspended, and he was placed half as U. S. Ambassador to InRiver bend, were rescued early
jaughing matter
it was on probation for 6 months on dia.
last Friday morning by Chester
by
a nightmare The train start- condition that he make full reReid of the Reid Flying service
Thruston Morton has served
ed with a jerk and stopped stitution of the amount he ob- three terms in Congress as Repat Union City.
Something went wrong, the por- tained illegally
Bing Hampton, WFUL's Sportcaster
resentative of the Third District,
The engine on their fishing
ter told me The doors started
According to Lee Mays. Dis- and resigned as Assistant Secreboat had gone out and the men
slamming, the conductor, flag- trict Manager of the Railroad tary of State last February to
•drifted to the Island on Tuesday,
man and switchman were hav- Retirement Board at Louisville, make the Senate race. He opCollege football makes its de- efter victories over Tilghman where they had
not been dising a great time yelling at each Douglas had registered as unem- poses Senator Earle' Clements, but this Saturday and most high "B" team 14-7 in a practice game covered
in • wide-spread. search
other and finally after another ployed for 20 weeks and drew candidate for re-election for the school elevens will be display- and Sharon 28-19 in a
regula- that followed their disappearfifteen minutes delay we were $42250 in benefit checks Dur- full six-year term.
ing their wares for the third tion contest. The team is ex- ance. They had tried
without
on our way
ing that time he was steadily
Both of the Republican Senate time Friday night; important pected to be in good shape for success to move their boat off
employed
candidates were scheduled to contests for fans to follow na- the conference game with Mar- river rocks.
It was getting nigh on to the
Mays explained that any per- spend the first three days of this tionally and locally. For fans ion. The visitors have yet to enReid, engaged Friday morning
time one would like to take
son fraudulently claiming bene- week on a speaking and hand- in this area feature pairings in- ter the victory column suffering to join
the search, sighted the
short nap on the train and that fits under the U. S Railroad Un- shaking tour of western Ken- clude. Marion vs Fulton, Mur- losses to Providence 14-7 and trio
on the remote island, where
thought was only ssith the pas- employment Insurance Act is tucky counties, including Wick- ray vs Mayfield, Union City vs Sturgis 34-0. Kickoff time is they had
been for three days
sengers • . . the train personnel subject to one year in jail or a liffe, Clinton, Fulton, Mayfield Trenton, Martin vs Brownsville, slated for 7:45 p.m. Friday night. without
food, water or shelter.
ENTERS DAVID LIPSCOMB
Sad other ideas
Tired from f.ne of $10,000 or both.
Ga.
Tech vs Kentucky. Vandy vs It will be one of the better
and Murray.
Gary Richards, 112 Second
waiting so long for the train, I
Georgia, to mention a few.
games of the year to see.
Street, Fulton, has been acceptOne
And
All
closed my eyes and thought I
Club
South Fulton is idle.
Last week our football preed at David Lipscomb College,
would doze for a while
this
Food Sale September 22iNashville,
(Continued on Page Six)
dictions were attacked by "ole
as a Freshman.
is what happened!
man upset" and after the final
On
Saturday,
I closed one eye and the con- ,
September
22,
whistle had blown we were left
the One-And-All Club will have Tune to WFUL for local News
ductor came along and wanted
with these percentages for the
a food sale with all kinds of
to know where I was going
first two weeks: 23 right and 8
good home baked foods. The
I told him . . . he left I
. .
wrong. This is a percentage
sale will begin at 8:45 a.m. at
closed the other eye and the flag- 1 Fulton County 4-H Clubs had
slightly under the 750 mark.
the Paul Nailling Implement
man or somebody came along ;2 live-stock Judging Teams at
With a brand new crystal ball
and wanted to see my ticket
. the State Fair last week. The
and an ample supply of Murine 'Friday night the Fulton "Bull- Company. Come by early and
Big, Enlarged Lot
he punched it and gave it back. Fat Stock team composed of
dogs" meet the ;Marion "Blue make your selection before evhere we go again
I opened both eyes m disgust Brady Williamson. Ermon WorkWill Ease Traffic
Terrors" at Memorial Stadium. erything is sold out.
In Kentucky
by
In the very near future, the
arid started closing one of them man. Johnny Atwell. and Afton
Game time will be :45. Last
Headache On Lower Lake
FULTON 14, MARION 7. The
again—but here came a guy yell- Jackson placed 11th. while Afweek the Bulldogs rolled to vic- club also plans to have another
Martha Weaks
largest crowd of the season is
ing that he had coffee and cookies ton Jackson tied for 8th place as
tory over Sharon with a score Community -Dinner. One of the
Work has begun this week on expected to be ors hand this
Fri- of 28 to 19. A lot of Fulton fans club members will contact you
for sale. I passed. I closed the an individual Judge
a project that, when completed. day night to witness the
I say, are you there??? I'm
reju- followed the boys to Sharon
The Dairy Judging team com- will add around
other eye and here comes a guy
and about tickets for a good country here with
forty free parkmore of the latest
selling pillows acting like it was posed of Don and Dickie Collier ing spaces right in the heart of venated Bulldogs. Coach Thom- it is hoped that a great many chicken dinner.
from South Fulton.
as has the Bulldogs in high gear more
quiet enough to sleep
I and George and Ward Burnette downtown
.
will
turn
out to see their
Fulton, paralleling
Well, we almost did if. If you
• • • •
placed 6th in the State Contest. Lake Street. The construction
passed . . pillow and sleep.
ball team play their first home Elks Will
missed the game between South
Have
In this contest Dickie Collier job on the lot is expected to
game of the season, this Friday
be
Fulton and Greenfield last FriLadies Nile Monday
Twitching from nervousness I tied for 1st place as an individual completed in several weeks
night.
daV night you really missed
took a double sedative and one Judge while George Burnette
Friday night at 7:00 o'clock
The additional parking space
Fulton Lodge 1142, B.P.O.E2 erfie of the best games of the
eye closed by itself and just as was sixth in this contest.
there will be a parade with the will have a Ladies Night next season Really and
downtown has neen the chief
truly, it was
The teams were accompaned subject of discussion for
it did, here comes another conBand. The parade will start in Monday evening beginning at a superb game. The
several
boys really
ductor . . . might have been the by Assistant County Agent Wil- years, and was brought to a hapfront of the factory and go down 6-30 p.m. Members and their looked good. South
Fulton's Nor. except he had five bur Reeves, and County Agent py solution earlier this year
same one
Lake Street, turn north on Carr. wives are all invited to attend, man Allison scored in
the first
gold strips and four stars on his John Watts.
then out Second to the ball field. and a large turnout is expected, quarter and Bill
when the State agreed to surMeacham made
sleeve and I wondered if he had
face the parking area (parallel,Elks officials stated today.
the extra point. Allison also
WFUL To Assist
served all that time on just one
ing US 51 and 45-W) and build
Dinner will be served at 6:30, scored the second T. D. The
trip . . but anyhow he took my
With Sales By
a retaining wall to support a
and a meeting will follow.
team, especially the line of
ticket and the fellow behind him
fill on the sloping embankment
defense played a good game.
Taking
Orders
put a card on the window shade
of the le C. right-of-way as it
Score Greenfield 19, South FulGOSPEL
SINGING
near me.
drops down to the level of Lake
A concerted drive to promote
ton 13.
There will be a Gospel SingStreet.
the sale of season tickets for
Bisbee's comedians have quite
Four candidates for 1956 "FootA Weekly copy of
The other eye was getting
ing
at
The City of Fulton, thus as- the home games of the Fulton ball Queen" at Fulton
the Wesley Methodist a following among the South
High
heavy and I decided to give way
sured of the completion of a Bulldogs
will
be conducted School are announced today by Church at Beelerton Sunday af- Fulton sophomore girls. Could
to sleep but by that time we had
ternoon at 2:00 o'clock.
project for which they had no Thursday evening in the resi- the Bulldog Squad, which
it be because of the good-look!sereached Memphis and it was
The Browning Family will be ing performers? Hm—M—Ml It
money to spend
themselves, dential areas of Fulton.
lected
them
Tuesday
afternoon.
time to switch cars
. that
the featured singers and Ray makes you wonder don't it?
promptly leased the Lake Street
Teams of workers, represent- The candidates are:
was it For twenty harrowing
Jackson will be master of cerewill be like a letter from side of the strip, from Church ing boosters of the Bulldog
A meeting was called to see
Mary
Charles
Herring
(Senminutes we banged,
jerked,
street down to State Line (ap- squad will canvass the area and ior). Marian Blackstone (Jun- monies. Every one is invited to how many 4-H members were
home.
backed
up.
went
forward,
attend.
proximately 40 feet wide by use the Fulton Woman's Club ior). Mary Ann Bennett
(Continued on Page Seven)
(Sophostopped, jerked some more, and
two blocks long), and the I C. as a central headquarters for more).
and
Nancy
Bushart
then a silence descended on the
ripped out a team track to pro- bringing in the sales.
(Freshman)
train like a morgue Ah, sleep
vide enough width to angleRadio station WF'UL will AsApplication for
The girls will be sponsored by
I thought and sang a little song
park cars on both sides of the sist in the drive by taking re- their respective classes in a
conabout "passengers will please
strip.
quests directly over the air be- test beginning next Monday and
refrain from .
" and ka-bang
When completed and surfaced ginning at 5:30 p.m. The station concluding the following MonNine months for
we started switching again
by the State, the strip will be will continue the service until day -afternoon when
a "Football
marked for one-way traffic, an- 6:45 pan. Calls May be made Player Auction" will be held
at
Please enter my name as a candidate for Cub Scout
Billious, nervous, irritated he
gle parking on both sides, and to 1270, 1500 or 43.
Chapel.
yond words I made up my mind
for free
and a major imQueen.
.
Season tickets are selling for
This auction, a hilarious affair,
I was going to be hauled off the
(Sent anywhere in the provement in Fulton's often- $2 50, fifty cents below the will see 16 boys (selected by the
train at Fulton and took anothdowntown
congested
parking regular single ticket price of high school girls) auctioned off.
U. S.)
Name
er sedative It took a complete
will be offered.
seventy-Live cents each. The seaClasses are limited in their
coma to sleep through that ratson ticket does not include the projects to raise money, ahd
Subscribe
today;
we'll
run
. . about the time we
FRESHMAN CLASS ELECTS game between Fulton and South each class may have
Address
one noon
send you back issues if
started running again the dining
The Freshman Class of Ful- Fulton.
lunch meal, one chapel program,
knowwithout
leave
you
running
steward
car
came
sham High School has elected
Be ready when the ticket sell- a day in which candy, cakes, etc.,
ing your address before- Mackey Ward as President, Judy ers call to buy your season tickthrough, yelling like he had been
Age __
Grade in School
may be sold on the campus. At
scalded, only he said that it was
hand.
Outland as vice-president, Gail et. Or call the radio station and the
Murray-Fulton game on
the last call for dinner in the
Mail to Mrs. Fred Homra, 117 Norman St., Fulton
Lynch as secretary-treasurer and talk with Bing Hampton, over Sept. 28, each class may have a
(Continued on Page Six)
Lou Ella McClure reporter.
the air, for your ticket purchase Queen booth to raise funds.
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COUNTY 4-H TEAMS WORK BEGINS ON
WIN FAIR HONORS FREE DOWNTOWN
PARKING AREA
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SCHOOL NEWS

DRIVE MANNED
FOR TICKET SALE
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Will The Voters Blindly Vote $100 Million
To The Governor For Road Bonds?
Kentuckians, in going to the polls
in November to elect a President,
Vice-President and two United States
Senators, will also be asked to vote
'yes' or 'no' on a 100-million dollar
State highway bond issue.
Practically everyone in west Kentucky admits that the additional road
money is needed, but there is a whole
lot of debate as to just what good it
might do West Kentucky and with
good reason: the votem are being asked to blindly vote the bonds without
even knowing where half of the
money is going to be spent. What's
more, there is small likelihood that
any kind of an all-inclusive answer
will be forthcoming before the election.
The election result, therefore, will
be a 'yea' or a 'no' vote of trust in
Governor Chandler to spend Highway
money wisely and well, for the good
of the whole State. At this writiro::
some think he will, some think he may
not.
A recent meeting of 80 First-District leaders at Kentucky Dam indicated that there was general sentiment
that they "could not recommend"
support of the bond issue unless furnished full information and commitments on West Kentucky road improvements. Senator Grace of Paducah didn't add a thing to the discussion when he stated that "as long as
the Sun-Democrat continues to criticize the administration, this section
could not expect anything from Frankfort." The voters are not supposed to
expect returns in proportion to their
political loyalty; if the thing is put
on that basis it is already soundly de-

feated.
That meeting at the Lake was three
weeks ago, but the Purchase has yet
to receive a better answer. Last weekend a representative of the Better
Roads Council, asked for more detailed information, could not provide it.
He could not assure us that US 45 or
US 61 would be imptoved. He could
not assure others that anything specific would be planned for highways,in
their areas. In fact, he couldn't assure anything except that the 640mile State link in the Federal superhighway system would be built. We
noted considerable disappointment
caused by his answers.
Another "where" remaining unanswered in the fact that sizeable State
funds normally used to match Federal
aid would be released by the bond
money "and 6ould be used on state
roads for which federal assistance
isn't available". It could be, but will
it, voters are asking. At least one critic has stated that the approval of
this bond issue would provide the
Governor with the greatest political
jackpot in Kentucky's history.
These remarks are merely our observations of what others are saying
and thinking. We have no doubt but
that the road money can be put to
splendid use, either for public gain
or 'personal entrenchment. If voters
in this end of the State are going to
be expected to pass the bond issue, we
submit that they ought to get some
specific assurances that they will get
some good out of it. Failing such assurances, we detect a strong sentiment
for defeat of the bond issue.

"Let's Save The Family-Size Farm"
the
(The following article appears in
September issue of the BREEDERSTOCKMAN, written by a farmer, for
farmers, about farmers. THE NEWS reprints it herewith as a topic of more
than passing interest to the great number of small farmers throughout the
Ken-Tenn area. Your comment to the editors is welcomed.)

By W. KERR SCOTT
U S. Senator from North Carolina
Falling farm prices are not going
to stop at the city limits. We are seeing living proof of this today in the
automobile and steel industries. Strife
has menaced the steel industry as a
result of discord over wage increases
for some half million workers. A general downward trend in sales during
the past few months has forced many
thousands of auto workers out of jobs.
These events are more than coincidence. Fewer customers for cars and
trucks have forced automobile manufacturers to cut production. The steel
workers say they must have higher
wages, but the producers claim the
industry cannot afford it. In short,
both the steel and automobile industries are feeling the pinch of a general tightening of business condition—
a logical and necessary result when

major AegMent of our overall
economy is diseased with sub-standard income.
Whatever the complicated charts
and graphs of the economist might
show in the case of these industries,
we cannot avoid the fact that the continous decline in farm income is beginning to have its effects on the rest
of our economy.
This year alone, farm income is over
three billion dollars short of what it
should be for a healthy farm economy. This means, simply, that farmers have three billion dollars less
with which to buy new cars, tractors,
combines, plows, appliances and other
fruits of industry that are necessary
for modern farming operations.
Families Suffer Most
In addition to the bitter fact that
our overall farm economy is three billion dollars below par, statistics gathered by the U. S. Department of Agriculture show very clearly that farm
income is lowest in those areas of the
nation where small family-size farmers make up the bulk of rural population.
The family-size farmer is one of
any

SERMONETTE OF THE WEER

What Is Religion?
By Msgr. Ronald Knox, author of
THE HIDDEN STREAM and other
books
works, Robert Louis
his
IN ONE of
Stevenson tells of an aunt writing to
her nephew about a girl she wanted
the
him to marry. After describing
says,
aunt
the
shments,
accompli
girl's
"And she has just about as much reigion as you like."
In any discussibn of the nature of
religion, it is important to rule out
such an idea from the first. Religion
deis not something of which every
butante should have a smattering to
increase her value in the matrimonial market.
PEOPLE GET the impression because we practice religion in a halfhearted way that religion is an added grace of character which some
people have and some do not. But
religion must always be something we
belong to, not something which belongs to us; something that has got
hold of us.
Does this make religion something

l
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essentially negative, a restraining
force always telling us not to do something? Not at all. Religion gives man
a fuller life, telling him he has an end
to fulfill under the eyes of a loving
Tack-master Who will reward him in
another world if that task is well
done.
RELIGION ANSWERS the riddles
of life that would be nightmares otherwise. It is invaluable from the viewpoint of general human well-being.
How long would it be before we threw
over the restraints-of morality, if we
did not believe rewards and punishments were to folluw? True, we all
know good-living atheists. But they
are living up to a code which is really
Christian. An atheistic civilization - besides being unknown to man—would
be unbearable.
But granted that being religious
should make you happier, less bewildered and a better citizen — is that
enough?
IF RELIGION were only an attitude, a way of looking at things, then
thv kind of religion we practiced
wouldn't matter so long as it made
us happy and content.
But religion is more than an attitude. Religion is adoring God fulfilling
the claim God has upon us for honor
and worship. Religion then can be true
or false in so far as it is or is not what
God 'wants.
JUST BEING RELIGIOUS therfore
isn't enough. We must be religious in
the way God wants. We must seek
out, believe and practice those truths
God has revealed to us through His
Son, Jesus Christ. It is in the teachings of Christ that we find out what
religion really is and what God wants
it to be.

Experiments show that about
half the work on a poultry farm
is collecting the eggs and getwig them ready to: market
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Happy Birthday: Sept. 21:
Margaret Hall, Billy Joe King.
Ann Strayhorn; Sept. 22: Mrs.
E. M. Taylor; Sept. 23; R. W.
Bowles; Sept. 24: Forest French,
Mrs.' J. H. Roberson, Elizabeth
White; Sept. 25; Lulls Wiggins,
.Leon Browder; Sept. 26: -11111y'
Ayers, Frank Wiggins; Sept. 27:
David Short. Jean Dallas, Barbara Rice, Willie Rice.
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Phone 35
Church St.
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2, 1931
The South Fulton P-TA held
a "Parents' Night" meeting on
Thursday, September 24. Early
in the evening a reception wits
held in the Home Economics
room to present the new teachers. The register was presided
over by Jettle Omar. Refreshments were served by Margaret
Valetine. The guest were ushered upstairs to the assembly
hall by Mantell Adams and Tommie Nell Gates, where the "Parents Day" program was presented

October

Martin Henry Warren is able
to return to school after a few
days illness at his home on Central Avenue.
The

South

Fulton

football

team was defeated last Friday at
Greenfield by the Greenfield
team The score was 20 to 0. The
South Fulton 1-soys played a good
experienced
the
game 'but
Greenfield team was too much
for them.

behind you

Mr and Mrs 0 C Wolberton
and son, Edward. Miss Louise
Wolberton and guest Miss Christine Holt. Mrs T J Reed, Mr.
and Mrs James Satterfield and
son, J. E.. motored to Martin,
Greenfield, Ruthei ford and Union City. Sunday
Mr and Mrs Charlie Stallins
and daughter. Lillian of Fulton,
were visitors of Mr and Mrs
Tom Stallins and family Sunday.
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(Continued from Editorial Cu!
our best citizens. For the most
part, he owns his farm, and he
lives and work.s on his farm. His
children work with him on the
farm and make the *whole opera'
tion a family project. The family-size farmer takes pride in
his home and his farm. He takes
pride in the schools and churches of his community and works
to improve them. And from our
family-size farms come many of
our leaders in business and the
professions. In every sense of
the word, our family-size farms
produce the raw material for a
better way of life for all of us
So, basically, our farm problems are problems of the small
family-size farm If we can once
again make the family-size farm
a profitable business enterprise,
then we will have a strong, vigorous agricultural economy.
For this reason. I think it" is
mandatory to attack our farm
problems at the family-size farm
level.
New Legislation
With these thoughts in mind,
I recently introduced legislation
that ,would set up a system of
graduated price supports. It is
a system that is patterned along
the lines of our income tax laws.
Under our income tax laws,
people pay according to their
ability to pay. The larger the
income, the more the income
tax.
Under a system of graduated
price supports, the larger the
farmer, the less price support
benefits he receives. In other
words, a farmer who produced
1,000 bales of cotton would get
less price support benefits than
a farmer who produced 50 bales,
or 25 bales.
The bill I introduced sets up
specific schedules of graduated
price supports for cotton and
wheat. I think similar schedules
could be worted out for other
basic commodIties if it Ls determined that this is the acceptable course to take.
Cotton As Example
In the case of cotton, the program would work like this:
For the first 15 bales of cotton a farmer produced, he would
receive 100 per cent of parity.
On the next 15 bales, 95 per
cent; on the next 20 bales, 90
per cent; on the next 50 bales, 85
per cent; on the next 50 bales, 80
per cent; on the next 50 bales, 75
per cent; on,the next 50 bales. 70
per cent; on the nexet 50 bales,
85 per cent; and 'on all above
300 bales, 60 per cent.
The graduated supports would
work as follows in respect to
wheat:
For the first 1,000 bushels, 100
•

cent of parity On the next 500
bushels. 95 per cent: on the next
500 bushels, 00 per cent, on the
fleet 500 bushels, 85 per cent;
on the next 500 bushels, 80 per
cent, on the next 500 bushels, 75
per cent, on the next 500 bushels, 70 per cent; on the next 500
bushels. 65 per cent; and all
over 4,500 bushels. 60 per cent
Two Main Benefits
There are two things. I think,
such a system of graduated price
supports would do that neither
nor a system of rigid supports
have done.
First of all, the small family size farmer would receive 100
parity for the large
per cent
This
part of his production
would put badly needed purchasing power into the hands
of thousands of small familysize farmers
Secondly, such a system of
supports would discourage large
corporation farmers from producing strictly for., the purpose
of selling to the government.
Mainly, a system of graduated
price supports would put additional props under the smaller
farmers, the place they are
needed_.most.
C7Merage incomes
In 1954, the realized net income of farms throughout the
United States averaged $2,316.
Net farm income ranged ftom
an average of $941 in West Virginia to $155,380 in 'Arizona.
Of the 16 states in the South
Atlantic and South Central regions, only three — Texas,
Florida and Delaware — had
average. The remaining 13 states
— Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma —fell below the national
average.
These figures clearly show
that it is among the small farnily-size farmers that the work
and efforts must be guided if
the long-range problems are
solved.
It is for these reasons that
the family-size farmers must be
saved from the sneeze that is
pitting them out tiff business.
To let them be destroyed is itself destroying a way of life.
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CLOTH:S
work, the weariness, the weather worries—they're all part of the past when
you start drying your clothes electrically.
Ahead of you lie the fastest, easiest washdays — the softest, fluffiest clothes ever!
"like magic—no trick—drying's slick." Tell
your dealer you want an electric clothes
dryer!
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Be mot_ rn
AIR POWER
A sweeping investigation Ica
the condition of the nation's defenses, with particular emphasis on air power has been begun
by the Senate Armed Services
Preparedness Subcornmitte e.
This information became known
as the top civilian and military
leadership of the Army joined
In, prcrest against Administration cuts in cif/tense spending.
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
The News writes social
happenings about you and
your friends (Listen To
Afra
rave Marv: Thursday,
9:43 A. M., Over WF
UL)
•

One of the greatest joys
a "columnist" may hav
e is
to receive a letter from a
friend, whom they have
ditik,:.pletely lost contact with,
and to have this person
they enjoy reading all of
say
the bits of news that we
late in our Diary.
reSome weeks - we get a
we could add a little EXT little discouraged and wish
RA
column more interesting. Som ZIP that might make our
etimes it seems impossible
to do just that -- no matter
how hard we try. But - then,
we have a letter - or a phone
call - or someone stops us
in the grocery, or on the street
with a nice word or-two—
and BANG! Just like that -we feel that our efforts
ARE worth while after all.
Last week we had a lovely
are the happy ones thes
e days!
letter from Elizabeth Travis,
who Their daughter, Bertie
Sue drove
formerly lived in Fulton
and In about a week ago
from her
who now lives in Alexandria,
home in Silver Springs,
Mary- .
Virginia. Many years have paas
ed land. She brought her
aunt, Mrs.
since I have seen her — but
I Bertie Howard, back to
Fulton
do remember her quite well
her Mrp. Howard has been
She told how much it means to awith
guest of her son, Dr. Tho
mas
her to hear about all of the FulCallahan and family In
Rockton people --- of I-“N,c many ville
, Md Bertie Sue has an inyoungsters have "grown up"
teresting job as bookkeeper
with
since she left, of how stra
nge a large lumber company in SilMiss Anna Jean King
It is for the "children"
that she %er Springs 'TB wonderfu
l —
knew to have children of thei
we know -- when our
r
Eng
age
nunt Of Miss Anna Jean King To
"chilown!
dren - come home for a
Mr.
visit — Victor Jacque Voegel
And we might add that
i, III, Told By Her Parents
and
the
days
are all TOO short
we feel
like Elizabeth, too, beca
during their visits with
use
The engagement of Miss Ann
us Berson (whom we remember her ne Sue will
a Jean King 1,) Victor
leave Sunday .
as a
Jacque Voegeli, III, son of
small b.,y I was married
Mr. and Mrs Victor Jacque
this
Voegeli, Jr. of Fulton, is
month And out best wish
being announced lr her ParAnd in the "happy
es go
family" ents, Mr. and Mrs
to him and to his lovely
. Edgar William King of owe
bride group we will add Mr and
nshoro,
And let us say "Thank
You," Mrs
Ben Schwerdt because Kentncky.
Elizabeth, for your inte
Mis
s King is a graduate of Mur
resting their daughter, Betty and new
ray State College,
letter We hope that too
where !the majored in Commerce.
many hubby, Thomas Allen, Jr mad
e
years won't go by until
She was a member of
you can their first visit to Fulton
Pi
Ome
ga Pi, honorary national business
since
eurne back to Fulton to see
fraterni
all their wedding here a month or was elected to
of your friends
Who's Who in America Colleges ty. She
ao ago. This nice young couple vers
and Uniities.

ty pledged Sigma Kappa.
The Fulton News Thursday,
David Daniel, son of Lucy
Sept. 20, 1956 Page 3
and
John Daniel is enrolled
for the
fall semester at the
Bill Holland hs enrolled
Bowling
as a Hickman Medi
cal Auxiliary . . .
Green College of Com
merce at freshman, majoring in elemenBowling Green, Ky. . .
. Lucy tary education, at Murray State
Anderson, who belongs to
Christine Batts and son,
Janet Allen, daughter
the .
Andy
of
Warren Andersons had a
WON- Lynette and Leonard Allen has have returned home after spendDERFUL trip last week
ing
seve
ente
ral
red
days
in
Murr
Memphis last
ay State where she
when
she joined members of
week. While there they atte
will take a pre-med
her
ndcourse . . . td
rority from Ole Miss at a houssothe
love
ly wedding of Miss
eparty at Biloxi, Miss. Man
Doro
thy
Wilson to DeWayne
y of
Sara Bushart, presiden
the Delta Gammas met
t of the Phillipy which was solemnized
at the Kerstucky
Medical Auxiliary, cn Friday evening,
Sun-N-Sand Hotel down
at the Highthere left Sunday for
ter a four day retreat.
Two of she will atte Louis4il1e where land Heights Methodist •Church.
nd
the state conLucy's "sisters" live ther
e and vention. Kathryn
they acted as hostesses to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard ArmCie also attending the Hancock is
group. They were ROY
meeting as a bruster and
ALLY representative
son visited their
from the Fultonentertained with parties —
(Continued on Page Your) t
and
yachting parties! 'Twas a
grand
week. All of the girls retu
rned
to their Alma Mater on Sund
ay
Patsy Austin left last Sund
ay
for Jackson, Tenn. where she
has
enrolled as a freshman at
Lambuth College . . . Max McD
ade
and Frank Sublette left
Saturday for Lexington where
they
will enter the University
of
Kentucky . . Bailey Binford
is
also attending U.K. This
is
Bailey's third year at the
university. Charles Blnford is
a
freshman at Memphis Stat
e .. .
Kay Cherry left Sunday
for
U.K_ where she is a junior
and
her brother, Billy Don, ente
red
Murray State as a freshman .
. .

UtA1ILEE l
to COLLINE:,..

from

Exie and William Hill have
returned from Lexington
wher
they accompanied their daug e
hter, Beverly. Beverly is tran
sferring from Southwestern
at
Memphis to the University of
Kentucky where she will ente
r
as a sophomore . . . Ann Adams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Adams left Sunday for Lexington where she will enroll
as a
afrphomore at U.K_ Ann is
a
transfer student from Murr
ay
State .
. Eddie Moore, son of
Mavis and George Moore,
left
bay, been living in New Orleans
Sunday for Lexington where
Mr.
Voeg
he
eli
And speaking of othe
is
but
a graduat• Of Murray State College. will enroll as a fres
now they will call Lafayr Ailhman at the
He is a member of Delta Alpha
ton lane
ette, Louisiana their hom
- two of our
univ
Soci
ersity . Mollie Wiley has
e for
good
al Fraternity.
friends -- and their littl
The wedding will take place at
e daugh- the coming year Thomas has
1 p. m., on Sunday enrolled as a freshman at Bethter - are far, far awa
ente
red
his
Oct
seni
obe
or year in enr 14, at the First Baptist Church in
y nut
el
ege at Hopkinsville, Ky
they aren't too far to find
Owensboro. . . .Coll
some- gineering there. Our best wishes
Jimmie Crocker, son of Mr.
one who once lived in Fult
go
to
Bett
y and Thomas for a guests of Mone
on
aid Mrs. Claude Crocker has
tte and Harry and children.
successful year!
But let me explain how
While in Louis- entered Murray
it all
Fields Dezonia
State College
happened Mason Davidson
ville, they visited the
has
Kentucky -where he will major in Business
Marine Sergeant Donald Joe State Fair
been in India since earl
Kath
ryn
.
.
Admi
y spring
Taylor has returned Part
nistration.
on left the States two weeks
and not too many days
he to Albuquerque, N. M, after ago for the Hawa
was in New Delhi. On ago,
iian
Isla
nds
spen
ding two weeks with her
Billie Mott Jones, son of
Sund
Congratulations to Dian
where he will serve a tour of
Mr.
morning he decided to atteay
e Ben- and Mrs. B. B.
nd mother, Mrs. Lynn Taylor and duty Donald Joe
nett and Betty Greg
Jones, has reservices at the American
ory!
and
his
wife, girls
Both ceived his disc
Meth- sister, Mrs Alex Leneave at Peggy have
harge from the
are freshmen at
been visiting their
odist 'Church there This
Memphis Navy and has
meet- their homes on Cleveland Ave- families
returned from
here He called home State this year and were recent- Newf
ing is held each Sunday
. . Nancy Wilson Fossett
ound
in one nue
la*1. lie ersrolled at
Friday night from the Islands ly Pledged to two of the outof the homes of an
left
Mon
Hard
day
ing College in Searcy, ArkEmbassy
for
standing sororities
Louisville to assure Peggy and his moth
member and about 100
there. Diane ansas last
er, pled
Ameri- where she was a guest of Ann Dorothy
week . . . Wanda Holged Alpha Delta Pi
Part
cans attend these serv
on,
that
he
and
was
Latt
Beta She also
land, daughter of Mr. and
ices
Mrs.
As Mason sat there enjoying mouth, Lexingtonvisited in Fal- "safe and sound." Peggy will (14and Berea, main here with Doro
the music from the choir,
thy and her
which Ky
grandmother, Mrs J J
consisted of about 12 memb
Owen
ers„
until housing is available in Hawhom should he see —
sing
Mrs.
ing
Bird
ie
Garv
ey
waii
,
left
she will join her husout in a hwai BASS — a
former day for an extended visitMon- band. then
They will live in Hawaii
Fulton Methodist choir
mem- Amarillo. Texas and Birm in fat two year
ings. We talked with
ber. John Wilkey'
ham. Alabama
She was ac- Dorothy a day or so ago and
After services they got toge
th- companied by Mr
and Mrs. we're
keeping
er and Mason briefed John
our
fingers
on Fred Wood of Memphis .
ervthing that has happ
. . crossed - - with hopes that she
ened Kathy Ann
Crocker, grand- will be able to visit her "chilhere since he left the Stat
es He daughter of Mr and Mrs
Claude dren" sometime during the twoalso saw Mrs Wilkey and
they Crocker, left Sunday for
Patux- Year period.
told him to give their love to all
ent. Md. where she will
visit
of the Fulton people
her
dparents. Mr and Mrs
It has been a wonderful ex- Ii 11 gran
Mrs John Henson and daughJones
perience for Mason ---- and
ter, Lucille Connell have rewe
know how happy he must
turned after a visit in St. JosMrs Tommy Carson and
be
Mrs eph, Michigan and Chicago, Hi
right now --- because his
wife, Ruth Wheatley have
returned .
Kathryn and daughter, Susa
Richard and Jewell Myatt
n to their home in Washingt
on, and Mr and Mrs. Phil Parker
s:.iled on the Queen Elizabet D
C after visiting in the
h
home left Friday for a vacation in
the 29th of August and the thre of
e
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bowe
n. Florida. They planned to be
Davidsons will be together agai Duri
n
ng their visit here
they away for a week . . Mr. Henry
when they meet at a friend's were
honored with a lovely "ophome in Geneva. Switzerland
Parrish of Nashville was a guest
on en house' given by Mr.
and of his sister, Mrs. Jennie Brunthe 21st of the month. Kathryn Mrs.
Lon Green at their home
. dige recently . .
and Susan have alre'ady been in Many frie
Mr and Mrs.
nds and relatives en- Merr
Rome. Venice, Milan, Paris, Nice joyed
itt Milner And daughter,
the nice affair
Virginia. and Mrs Mary K. Mcand other interesting places.
Mary Swann Bushart and
Ann Millan have returned from IA MIS After the "re-union", the three Holland
visited in Memphis Fri- vine
of them will tour in Germany. day and
, where they were guests of
Saturday They were Majo
Holland and England. They will
r and Mrs T R. McMillan
sail from Southampton. England
—
on the Queen Mary for the good
old U.S.A. on the 27th of this
month.
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MAGAZINE HEATER
-Maximum value in heating economy
--Saves TIME
-Saves CLEANING

First Time In
Eight Years
A-1 CLEANERS
offers to Fulton

For 9 days only.
... savings

SELF-SERVICE HOME-LAUNDRY,
DAMP-DRY OR DRY-WASH

you can't afford to miss!
Fabulous Phoenix nylons,
famous for quality, for fit,

--Saves COAL
-Correst Size for YOUR
NEEDS •

Corns in and try our new Whirlpool
Washers
and Dryers.

See it today at

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO
Phone 35

A-1 CLEANERS
East State Line
—PHONE 906—

To keep you fashion-right, all
Phoenh?stockings are Beauty
Boxed and Beauty Marked.

for color now at once-a-year
low prices. All styles from shee
r
to service. In Custom -Fit Prop
ortions
in the new season's colors.
SMALL SIZES 81
/
2-10 MEDIUM SIZES
81
/
2-11
LARGE SIZES 91
/
2-11
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• DIARY
parents in Fulton last week. The
Armbrusters had been on a vacation trip to Detroit and were
enroute to their home in Birmingham, Ala.

DEATHS

Hi-Lo Bridge Club last Thursday evening at her home on
Washington Street. Visitors to
the club were Doris Winfrey
and Mrs. Billie McCollum. Mrs.
Marshall StaIlin held the high
score for the games. Doris Winfrey was low and Mrs. Harold
Wiley won the bridge-bingo
prize. Mrs. McCollum was pre_
anted a guest gift.
Others who. attended the •lovely party were, Mrs. Jerry
Hawks, Mrs. Harvey Hurd, Jr.,
Mrs. Pete Byars, Mrs. Doyle
Shuoe and Mrs. Bob McKnight.
The hostess served a delicious
dessert plate.

Judy and Jane Mullins have
returned to their home in Chicago after having spent the
summer, in Fulton, with their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Cl
Mullins on Fourth Street. However, the Mullins girls will be
"on the move" again as their
dad, Harold Mullins, was recently transferred to McComb,
Miss, as trainmaster of the Illinois Central. Harold has been
Little Debbie McDade celetrainma-ster _at Markham yards
in Chicago for the past two brated her sixth birthday Friday
afternoon when her mother,
years.
Joyce McDade gave her a lovePolly Morse was hostess to the ly party.
IlionMuer
The children played many
games and were served ice
cream and birthday cake. Each
guest received balloons and bubble gum as favors.
and
Debbie received many nice
gifts from her friends. Those invited were Brenda and Pat ClinInsurance and Real Estate
Elliott, James
Brenda
ard,
Long term Farm Loans at
Counce, Dickie Wallace, and
Scotty Wallace.
Low Rate of Interest
SEE
Governments are necessarily
Charles T. Cannon
continuing concerns. They have
to keep going in good times and
Charles W. Eurrow in
bad.—Coolidge.
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WILLIE V. RHODES
Willie V Rhodes of Martin,
Tennessee, died Saturday after
noon at the Weakley County
Hospital from a short illness.
He was born August 24, 1883
In Weakley County, and fartned
there until his health gave away.
He was 73.
IA"
Funeral service's were held
Sunday at 3 at the Chapel of
W. W. Jones Funeral Home with
the Rev. Thomas W. Pope officating and burial was in East
side Cemetery with W. W.
Jones and Sons in charge.
Ile leaves two brothers, Alvin
Rhodes of Rochester, Minn. and
Madison Rhodes of Martin. Tennessee; two sisters, Mrs. L. A.
Turner and Mrs. Dathan Skin.
ner both of Martin.
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LOUIS PINKERTON
Louis Pinkerton, 74. farmer of
rear Water Valley, died at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Westwood Gilbert at 645 pm. Sunday, Sept. 16.
He was horn in Perry County,
Missouri on May 6, 1882, but
came to Kentucky when he wits
quite young. He was engaged in
farming in this vicinity for
Mrs. John McKarsie Tra‘
man* years.
He leaves a son, Leonard PinkMiss Corinne Frances Cohan And John McKarsie erton of Lansing. Mich a daughter, Mrs. Gilbert, with whom he
Travis Are United In Marriage September 1st
made his home, a sister, Mrs.
Cm o h a,n Phyllis Reardon. wore a balle- Buddy Yates of Water Valley
Frances
Corinne
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Jos- t ina length gown of blue satin and several grandchildren.
eph M. Cohan, 4530 Avondale with three-quarter length
Funeral services were held at
Street, Bethesda, Maryland and sleeves. V-neckline and a short Bayou de Chien Cumberland
John McKarsie Travis, son of blue veil with pearl circlet. She, Presbyterian Church near Water
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Travis uf carried yellow carnations.
Valley at 2 p.m. Tuesday. Rev.
Alexandria, Virginia and Mr.
The best man was Russell E. Barber Guilt officiated. InterRussell E. Travis of Fulton. Ken- Travis, Jr. and ushers were Mr. ment was in Camp- Beauregard
tucky, were united in marriage Travis' cousins, Mr. 'W-illiam under the direction of Jackson
Brothers of Dukedom •
September 1, 1956 at Our Lady Triplett, 1tenjmin Linthicum.
of Lourdes Catholic Church,
Following the wedding, a reBethesda.
ception was held at SheratonThe bride was given in marri- Park Hotel. Washington, D. C.
age by her father, Mr. Joseph M.
Mrs. Travis is a graduate of
Cohan. The ceremony was perRosary College. River Forest.
formed by Reverend Robert
Illinois, Mr. Travis is a graduate.
Wharton. The bride's gown was
of Vanderbilt University. Nashof
white
gown
Ballerina length
ville. Tennessee.
length
with three-quarterFollowing a wedding trip ;to
sleeves. Sabrina neckline and a
, the
short veil with lace pillbox cap. Mercersburg. Pennsylvania
5330 ColShe carried lilies of the valley couple are at home at
orado Avenue, N W Washingon white prayer book.
ton,'D. C.
Marian
honor,
of
The maid

Top-line
pumps

•PIERCE STATION

CAYCE

Mrs. Charles Lowe •

Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Mckselv
Rev. Robert Moore filled his
spent last week end in St. Louis
regular appointment at Johnrelatives.
visiting
son Grove Sunday morning and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Arringnight. He and Mrs. Moore were
night
Friday
ton of Akron spent
in the home 0/ Mr and
iguests
Arringwith Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Bennett.
Doc
Mrs.
ton and Mrs. Daisie Bondurant
DalSaturday morning they contin- ! Mrs. Gerald Crocki-r if
this Week
ued on their way to Missouri las, Texas is spending
with her parents, Mr. and Mts.
to visit relatives.
Mrs. Neal Scearce had the mis- Robert Rogers.
Mrs. Sam Hutchens and daughfortune to lose her stock barn
ter, Louise. Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
by fire Friday morning.
Mrs. Malcham Inman spent Powers, Mrs. Francis Lacewell
Wednesday with her sister, Mrs. and children and Mr. and Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarice. Doris Lacewell of Fulton were
Almus Wall is improving in supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the Jones Hospital. Hope he can Herbert Jackson Monday night.
come home soon.
Mrs. Era Brown of Milburn,
Every one bas enjoyed the re- Ky. and 114rs. Jim Ryerson of
vival at the Methodist Church East St. rouis are spending this
last week. The good preaching week with Mrs. C. E. Lowe._
by Brother Smithyers and the
Mr. and Mrs Ishum Conner reA NEW OUTLINE WITH THAT
music by Brother Barber.
turned Saturday from a vacaCharles
Simpson,
Mary Ann
FAMOUS SWEATER FIT
tion trip to Memphis, Jackson,
Burns and R. B Scearce entered Miss.. and Jackson, Tenn.
College
school at Murray State
Harmon Pierce entered MurClinging soft toe pumps that fit every foot...
last week.
ray State thtis week. He has
with a caressing elasticized collar and
been employed in Nashville this
EDUCATION
summer.
chamois soft lining.
The Federal Office of EducaMr. and Mrs. R. R. Castleman
tion has estimated that 39,557,- of Hilckman spent Sunday with
be
will
in
enrolled
students
000
Mrs. Castleman's (laughter, Mrs.
OTHER STYLES $10.95 TO 12.95
the schools of the nation this Robert Rogers and family.
atrepresenting
figure,
fall. This
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall Detendance in colleges as well as Myer of Lansing, Mich., have reschools
in public and private
visUNION CITY, TENN. marks a 1,657,000-pupil increase turned to their home after a
217 S. FIRST ST.
it with relatives here.
in one year.
'Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Dyersburg visited Mrs. Alford's
mother. Mrs., Mattie Rogers
Sunday.

appeal*
. and you'll go mad using to pick the version that
classic in
most, for we offer the moccasin stitched (-Asa* I leather or
white buck, black suede. brown leather. bLtck
in
grey suede. Each ks calculated to keep yogi well shod and
step with style.

ONLY

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SALE
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY

In the Antarctic, one Navyman consumes 115 pounds of
beef per year.

-

"SEW AND SAVE"

SPECIAL LOW
SUMMER PRICES

Botany Wool
Solids and Tweeds;60 inches wide
Values from $4.95 to $7.95 yd. I

$2.50 yd.

CORDUROY
59,69,79c yd.

COAL

126 S. First St.

Nre.

BEFORE LONG
(;etit NOW !

all sizes on Hand.
order yours today.

I

Union City RemnantStore
LEE STREET — ONE - HALF BLOCK east of Davy Crockett Hotel

Union City, Tenn.

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPT. 28th - SEPT. 29th
FULTON MOBILE
MILLING COMPANY
Join us in the Grand Opening of our new Aare. We are
proud to be a member 04 the Dixie Mills Dealer Organisation. Dixie Feeds are scientifically prepared feeds that Produce more meat, milk and eggs from your livestock and
poultry. DIXIE FEEDS mean RETER FOODS and MORE
PROFITS for you. See us Friday and Saturday, September
28th and 28th.
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e)toqói 9oveta daitlot*FUN
FREE — Gifts For The Children

FREE -- Popcorn, FREE Drinks

FREE — Attendance Prizes
1st - Deep Fat Fryer
2nd 2 Electrie, Skillet
3rd Propane Torch Set

FREE — Special Door Prizes.
BE SURE AND GUESS ON OUR
FAMOUS BEAN JAR.

See The Mobile Mill Demonstrated
FRIDAY
2:00 P. M.

SATURDAY
11:00 A M AND 1:00 P M

You'll Need it

Immediate Delivery;

All Colors

and

FAMILY SHOE STORE

11.95

BURNETT'S SHOE STORE

3.98
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trici
pict
BR1
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CITY COAL (0

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL COUPON OFFER
This Coupon Good For
A $6.00 discount on every
Ton of
DIXIE BETTER FEEDS
purchased off car on Fri.
or Sat. Sept. 28 & 29th.
This Offer Expires 5:30 p. m. Sat.
September 29th.

FULTON MOBILE
MILLING COMPANY
East State Line
(Across Railroad from Swift Plant)

FULTON, KENTUCKY

TELEPHONE 51

•

"Mr and Miss Tomorrow'.

•cHEsrmn GLADE' Business Activity Seen
Mrs. Harvey Vandal • Reaching '55 Levels
Business activity for the remainder of 1956 is expected to
be at or near the record levels
reached last steer, says the U. K.
Agriculture Experiment Station's
agricultural economics depart-

••
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I appeal,
•lasair in
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(Top row (I to r): MARY LOIS TYNES. age 12. and
MARGARET SUE TYNES, age 7, daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. John Tynes of Water Valley Route I, and
granddaughters of Mr. and Mrs. George Copeland:
BRENDA KAY MeBRIDE, age 7, chi-tighter of Mr. and
Mrs. L. M. McBride of Fulton* and granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. 1.. Booth. Brownsville, Tennessee,
and of Mr. and Mrs. L. K. McBride, also of Brownsville. (Brenda's little brothier, Gary Mae. has previously been pictured here).
(Bottom row, (I to r): PATRICIA CARLISLE. age 9,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buel Carlisle of Fulton and
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Carlisle. (Patricia's younger sister, Phyllis. has previously been
pictured here). PAUL BRUCE. age 9. and RAY
BRUCE, age 11. sons of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce
of Fulton Route 1, and grandsons of Mr. Silas Bruce
and of Mrs. Weldon King).
the week-end at home, she is
1 nursing in Sedalia.
Mrs. byes Taylor •
Mrs. 0 F Taylor visited Miss
Emma Carr and Mrs Pearl Carr
The wind blew just like a Wednesday afternoon. other visistorm all day Saturday. We had tors were Mesdames W. W.
an electric storm and a shower
_Brann.
of rain Sunday night, which art.
tied the dust
The United Nations Food and
orn
Crittended preacra Agriculturfr. Organization
reat Christ, Methodist Church in cently reported' that, while the
Mayfield Sunday at 11 a in Mr. average citizen of the free
and Mrs. Rov Emerson and Mr. world has more food now than
And Mrs. Bill Matthews and he had before World War U.
A.arry went to hear him preach. citziens of countries behind the
Mr and Mrs. A A MeGuire Iron Curtain are sating less.
ate Sunday dinner with their
son and family. Mr and Mrs
Elson Mi•Giiiii.-Danny and Johnnie, of Fulton
Mesdames Arlie McNatt, Julia
Williams. Bertha Rickman and
Taylor were guest of
CASMie
Mrs Evaline 'Yates Monday aftern,,e ,.1 last week
Mr and Mrs Norman Puckett
and Sue of Lone Oak visited his
COMPLETE
parents Mr and Mrs Pug PuckSHOE RERt'ILDNG
ett Saturday night
For a fraction of the coat of
Mr and Mrs Tremon Rickw shoes, you can have oldman wet-, the Sunday afternoon
hoe comfort with that new guests of Mr nd Mrs Boa 7
shoes look! Here's what our
House and MI, Gardner
Charles Boyd of Detroit spent complete shoe re-balding includes:
last week with his Wither, Mrs
Full soles a ith concealed
Buhye Casey
stitching
Mr and Mrs Oliver Taylor
• New heels, fresh heel pads
and Joyce had as their Sunday
;old Mrs Tommie
for insides
guests MT
Moore. Mr and Mrs Paul Cath- • All rips and tears neatly
sewn.
es.. Mr and Mrs Norman Crittenden and girls. Mr And Mrs.
Bill Matthew' and Mijand Mrs.
Roy Emerson
Mr and Mrs Carl Ilainline
called on his sister Mrs Belle
Sunday
afternoon
MeNatt
awhile.
Miss Constance Jones spent
SW Main
Fulton

Consumer resistance to higher
prices may result in curtailed
price rises, the economists say,
despite wage increases in steel
and other industries
Prices paid by farmers have
increased slowly this year, but
probably will level off in late
1956.
Here are a few notes on expected conditions:
Broiler prices may go somewhat above current levels by
mid-October, the economists say,
as chick starts have fallen off
recently. Some seasonal price
rise is anticipated in the months
just aheadi especially for top
grades of eggs. Prospects for the
1956 tobacco crop are good. In
beef cattle, a wider spread than
noted in the past several years
is expected to occur between top
grade slaughter cattle and the
lower grades. Grass-fat calf producers with beef breeding should

The Fulton News

Thursday September 20, 1956

consider carrying their stock
further into next year, if a drop
in prices of grass-fat cattle develops this fall. Feeder-ealf raisers may want to consider selling their calves late this fall.
Hog prices through Sept. 15
are expected to hold their pre,
sent level.

DAYTON V-BELTS

• DUKEDOM RT. 2
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REPAIRING

Something
Old
fully aged 8 years

Something
-New
Light and Dry

•

C

from the private stock of a man who still
practices the art of distilling fully matured,
truly Authentic Kentucky Bourbon!

3
41
Drinks

'rizes.

New
Easy to Open

VINI•••

)11 OUR

-Bottle

Wathen's
Kentucky
Bourbon

ited
PM

HIKE
IPANY

This is

your life

with a handy

8 Years Old

Bedroom Telephone

•

90 Proof

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Wathen's
Bonded
Bourbon
100 Proof
•
8 Years Old
Whiskey
Bottled-in-Bond

You're living with a bedroom phone
at your elbow. Adds leisure
and comfort .. gives a sense of
security at night. Get yours in one
of the smart new decorator colors

ift Plant)

for pennies a day, plus
Installation charge.

'KY

Wathen Medley Distilling Co., Owensboro, Kentucky

To Order, Call Our Businesc Office

Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company
•

•

Accurate

The Weak ley County P-TA
WORKMANSHIP
Council met at Chestnut Glade
of
this
At Low Cost
for the first meeting
school year. Mrs. Tom Mullaly of
Watches, Clocks and Tines
Greenfield, the county chairman
Pimes of All Kinds /Leespresided. A very interesting derattly Repaired at Low Coat
votional was given by Mrs.t
by—
Texas
Antonio,
are
San
visiting
Brooks
Oliver the Chestnut
for
a
few
f
olks
homeweeks.
ANDREWS
Glade chairman. Judge George ,
scout,
Kit Carson, *famous
Thomas was speaker and gave I Mr and Mrs. Bert Nanney visJewelry
guide and Indian fighter, was
Company
an interesting lecture on the ' ited Mrs. Sallie Nanney and Mr.
born in Madison County in 1809
J.B.
Mrs.
Nanney
and
last
week
present "Juvenile Delinquency."
Representives from the several end.
Congratulations to Allie Mae
units in the county were present.
Refreshments were served by Wall, Amelia Frields and Mary
Sue Neely on being first place
the Chestnut Glade unit.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Grugett winner in the County 4-H Dress
from Richardson, Texas and Mrs Contest last week.
The Chestnut Glade Home
Donnie Grogan from Akron,
Ohio visited Mr. and Mrs. Felts .Demonstration Club will meet at
Rawls and Mr. and Mrs. Taylor the home of Mrs. E. J. Brundige
You don't have to look this
Brown and other relatives last Sept. 20 at 1 o'clock. Visitors are
hard to see why Parisian
I cordially invited. The Home
week.
A very pleasant evening was Demonstration Club received
Laundry
is tops in Laundry
spent at the Felts Rawls home Greeting and Christmas cards We have complete stocks d
with
which
week
they
will
last
and Cleaning! Just phone 14.
last Thursday when the Rswls
entertained a number of friends be glad to furnish to anyone in
these
items.
This
will
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Alvin need of
Grugett and Mrs. Donnie Gro- be their financial project for the
for HOME and FARM
gan Among those present were year.
Mrs. Neva Maynard has reMr. and Mrs. Will Reed, Mr. and
Machines
Mrs. Ed Strong, Mr. and Mrs. sign/Ai- from the lunch room due
ELECTRIC
BENNETT
Mar Reed, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. to joining her husband in Alaska
FULTON
PHONE 201
Nanney, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hall. at an early date. Mrs. Crittendon
gr. and Mrs. Roy Nix from has been employed.

* Democratic Rally

* Pigskin Pickins
(Continued fiom Page One)
One)
Page
from
One)
Page
(Cont4nued from
(Continued
It was during that conversaCALDWF.T.1, COUNTY S.
diner. I never ever, heard the tion that I got real worried about ing men fitted for their jobs by
I ever heard.

* Notebook

first call, but so what . . . he
might have run through while
the porter was selling pillows
and the "butch" was selling coffee and the train was spitting
and sputtering to get started.
Who knows?
Nearing Fulton, complete exhaustion had taken hold of me

and my head was nodding all by
itself. It didn't take, much in. duceinent to fall into the arms
of Morpheus, except that the
flagman met one of his old passriding buddies seated opposite
me and in conversation that
could be heard from one end of
the train to another they talked
of the 100 years of railroad travel, their retirement plan, their
ulcers, operations and bunions.
It was then that I decided to sit
out the rest of the train in the
ladies room only to find the door
'locked. So I had to come back
and listen to the conversation
about the latest way to remove
in-growing corns. Those' two
men were the durnest old ladies

myself. I strongly suspected that
I was dying because I felt my
arms and they were cold and
blue. My finger-pails were getting purplish and I started to
ask for help and I could see
frosted breath coming, out from
my mouth. I looked around for
the undertaker, but it wasn't
necessary. When I saw everybody curling up in small corners of their. seats I knew that
air-conditioning
the
was
it
turned up high enough to make
what a way
an eskinto sweat
to die, . . frozen on a modern
streamliner.
It was about that time that
we reached Fulton. I thought
of borrowing a blanket from the
"butch" to brave the weather
outside . . but it wasn't necessary either. I walked onto the
station at Fulton and I was
nearly floored with the heat that
hit me smack dab in the face.
Scorching

hot,

boiling

mad,

dog-tired I ran into an old railroad friend of mine who wanted
to talk . . . I got in a cab and
dashed home . . . oh, what I
wanted to tell that friend about
a railroad.

MOVIES
FI'LTON -MARTIN
HTWAY. 45 E.

* Tennessee Industry

THURS.- FRI.—SEPT. 20-21
MAN IN THE GRAY
FLANNEL SUIT
Gregory Peck -Jennifer Jones
BOY FROM OKLAHOMA
Will Rogers, Jr.

(Continued from Page One)

a similar corporation in MassAchusetts resulted" in over 10,100 jobs representing an annual
payroll in excess of $35,000,000.
Whitlatch, executive director
of the state's Industrial and AgSATURDAY—SEPT. 22
ricultural Development CommisPOWDER RIVER
sion, pointed out that such corRory Calhoun
porations, now active in at least
PLAY GIRLS
Shelley Winters - Barry Sullivan 12 states, are private organizations operating under special
NIAGARA
state charters. They are designed
Marilyn Monroe
to fill the gap between available
PLUS: BANK NIGHT!
short-term loans artd required
capital for borrowers engaged
SUN - MON.---SEPT 23-24
THE DOOLINS OF
in enterprises of value to the
OKLAHOMA
community, he explained.
Randolph Scott - John Ireland
"Today, Tennessee is wide
A PRIZE OF GOLD
awake to its industrial possibilities and is actively going after
Richard Widmark—In Color
new industry on the state level,"
Whitlatch said in pointing to the
TUES - WED -SEPT 25-26
more _than $41,000,000 committed
GRAPES OF WRATH
'or 106 new and expanded inHenry Fonda - Jane Darwell
dustries in the state during the
TOBACCO ROAD
Gene Tierney - Dana Andrews first six.months of this year.
THUR - FRI - SAT
- —
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
A TREAT FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY

AIR CONDITIONED

A KNOCKOUT!

SPENCER TRACY

Broken Lance
•

•

PLUS Chapter 12 of Sea
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immix WWI

Houni & Cartoon Gerald
McBoing On Planet Mars

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUES AY . WEDNESDAY

BROADWAY'S BIGGEST HIT
BECOMES MARILYN'S BEST!

HOSPITAL NEWS
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gan, Fulton; Ed Williamson, Rt.
The following were patients 4. Fulton; Mrs. Kenneth LeTRIGG COUNTY 6. Caldwell to in the local hospitals Wednesexperience.
mand, Fulton; E. 0 Berry, OakWetherby tore into "the record bounce back, after their upset day morning.
ton; Mrs. Julia Cooley, CrutchIT'S HERE
of Republican votes in COngress, loss to Franklin-Simpson, in a Haws Menseeiai,
Mrs. W. B. Thompson, Rt. The Sensational New Invention
of Republican administration, big way.
L V. Williams, Fulton; Rob- field;
OWENSBORO CATHOLIC 7, ert Bell, Milton; Mrs. James Ad- 2, Water Valley; Luther PickSutherland's "MD" Truss
and of Republican theories and
BOWLING GREEN 6. Not much ams, Fulton; Mrs. Wesley Rich- ens, Rt. 2, Fulton; Letcher WatNo Belts — No Straps policies."'
No Odors
They spoke under a banner tc choose from here. Fullback arson, Fulton; W. A. Tribble, kins, Crutchfield; Mrs. C. L.
proclaiming: "We're For You." Len Norcia of Catholic to pro- Fulton; W. A. Bissell, Fulton; Gardner, Fulton; Mrs. J. R. Api.loveil by Doctors -- The
B.
B.
Valley;
Water
vide
Nethery,
the difference. '
"In simple terms," Wetherby
Wet ids Most Comfortable
Mrs. Elizabeth Chambers,-Rt. 5,
13, PROW% Fulton; Mrs. Other Fulcher, Stevenson. Fulton; Turney .DavHENDERSON
said of the banner, "it means
Truss
ie. Hickman; Mrs. G. C. Rich.that the Democratic Party is DENCE 0. Unanimous_ decision; Dukedom; Mrs. Vyron
CITY DRUG CO.
the party for you, the people of Provideace outmanned.
Fulton; Mrs. .A.- C. Bell, Duke- ardsori,• Fulton; Mrs.' Mike -Fry;
HOPKINSVILLE 19, RUS- dom; S. A. Hagler, Fulton, Mrs. Fulton; Fred D. Worth, Fulton;
Kentucky and this nation of
Fulton
408 Lake St.
ours. We charge . . . that the SELLVILLE 12. Hoptown to Harry Pittman, Rt. 1, Fulton; Tom Provorn, Hickman; Lucian
until
least
Fulton.
remain
at
undefeated
Republican Party is the party'
Tom Work, Dukedom; S A.
for the few, and the privileged they meet Clarksville. Tenn. Waggener,
Mrs.
Crutchfield;
For The Kest in
next week.
few at that."
Ruffus Johnson apd baby, FulDA48,
MADISONVILLE
APPLIANCE
Clements led into his talk with
ton; Carolyn Crocker, Memphis;
VIESS COUNTY 0: The Maroons William Campbell, Fulton.
the assertion:
REFRIGERATION
"Experience and training are will have no difficulty here.
and
Jones Hospital
as important in government as Upset Specials:
Mrs. Eugene Roddy and baby.
SMALL
APPLIANCE
19.
MURRAY
20,
MAYFIELD
they are in private business or
Ethridge; Mrs. Raymond Gaddie
REPAIR
This
is the top WKC game of
any enterprise. Having served
and baby, Fulton: David Robey,
—CALL 559—
both as United States senator the week. Still referring to pre- Yukon; Miss Flora Oliver, Miland as governor. I can say to season polls, Murray will enter ton; C. J. Bailey, Fulton; Mrs.
SPECIALIZED
you that the best experience one this contest as the favorite, but Violet Johnson, Fulton; Mrs. E..
habit
the
winning
Cards
a
have
SERVICE
could have to qualify him for
W. Bethel, Fulton; Mrs Ethel
comniere4.s1 Ave.
service in the Senate is to have down through the years on the Melton, Water Valley; Mrs R.
Tigers home field. Both teams V. Allison. Fulton, Miss Bertha
!Nest to News Office)
been governor of his state."
24 Hour Service
Like their Republican oppon- have lots of scoring punch and Stephens, Fulton, Mrs. R. S.
ents who opened campaigning at the breaks will decide this one. Howell, Fulton.
FRANKLIN-S IMPSON 20, Fulton Hospital
London last Saturday, Clements
and Wetherby pinned their bids PADUCAH TIGHMAN 13. This
Mike Elliott, Whig° Rt. h. Mrs.
Apemism•
cool
Open 12:Noon Saturday
will be the biggest upset so far Fred Elliott, Wing();
principally on national issues.
Mrs. Billy
would
this
this
Ordinarily
year.
Clements is seeking reelection
Hcilland. 'Fulton.: Miss Augusta
TWO B-I-G HITS !!
to a full term against Thruston be a breather for the Big Blue, Smith, Fulton; Mrs. Rachel Witt
B. Morton. Wetherby is opposed but Franklin-Simpson is catch- Rt. 3, Fulton; Abe Martin, FulFRIDAY & SATURDAY
by John Sherman Cooper-for ing Tilghman with an inexper- ton; Earl Spicer, Clinton; Mrs.
TacAll-State
and
squad
ienced
the
the four years remaining in
W. H. Mobley, Water Valley;
term of the late Alberi W. Bark- kle Bill Basham on the injury Mrs. Della McMorries, Water
list:
HIT NO. 2
ley.
Valley, Rt. 1; Mrs. Paul Rose,
Speaking of his own exper- IN TENNESSEE
Clinton; Mrs. Daisey ChampSHARON 14, GREENFIELD ion, RI. 1, Fulton; Mrs. Marlette
"BUFFALO
ience, Clements said:
"I have been in public life for 13. Should be thrilling from start Edwards, Fulton; Mrs. L. C. Lo34 years. and have served in all to finish for these two rivals.
BILL RIDES
DRESDEN 21, NEWBERR 6.
/levels of government. I think
Orr and Phil King to pace the
ver7-6
tough
a
lost
Lions
The
the people of my county will say I
AGAIN"
Commodores attack. Skimming
that I served them well as dict to Munford last Friday night over the rest of the collegiate
a SINaaMIR SEITON
team
a
powerful
too
have
sheriff. county court clerk and and
games Rice to continue AlaCounty Judge. I know that I to lose two in a row.
Also: Two Gophers from Texas (Cartoon)&Comedy
BROWNSVILLE 46, MARTIN bama's losing streak
learned there in the county the
Arkansas
to
the
take
measure
problems that are closest to the 6. In a battle between Tomcats of .Hardll-i-Simsnons, 4llavlor to
3— 1$-1-G DAYS STARTING SUNDAY 1 !
people, and that knowledge has and Panthers -the logical choice edge California on the West
C werib
not
but
Panthers,
the
be
would
been a bulwark of strength to
Coast, Oregon to upset ,Colorado,
ta VISTAVISION old COLOR
me in my efforts of later years when they're related to football Florida to nose out Mississippi
A SOL C sitt PlIOCIUC T1001 stonvi
"My experience was broaden - teams.
State, Jimmy Swink and Co.
TREZEV ANT 28, ALA_MO 0.
c1 as a state senator and as a
TCU
swamp
to
meaning
Kansas,
member of the House of Repre- This Alamo not defended by Oklahoma A&M to upset Kansentatives, and as stated before, Coonskin Davy.
sas State, Maryland over SyraHALLS 12, TIPTONVILLE 0.
what I gained from my term as
cuse. Ole Miss to maul North
past
performances
on
Based
governor has aided me as a
Texas State, North Carolina to
edge.
the
given
is
Halls
United States senator.
take North Carolina State in a
in 1111 EIESHOIN
HIIMBOLDT 33, MILAN 0.
NO Me
"The record of accomplishclose
one, Notre Dame to slam 4
ments brought about during my There isn't much hope for the SIM, Pitt over West Virginia.
this
tenure as governor has been a hapless Milan Bulldogs
Duke to massacre South Carosource of great satisfaction to year
lina, Texas A&M to out-man Vil0.
RIDGELY
ow LOUIS ARMSTRONG ANO sits SADO
58,
MUNFORD
me personally, because it relanova, and finally Texas to upthe
for
workout
good
a
even
,t
flects service to the people of Not
)%t * Dot apd tees ta COI F. PORTER
set
So. California.
undefeated Blacks Cats.
Kentucky."
See
you next week for the
LATEST
—
ALSO
NEWS
PARAMOUNT
1 I
Upset Specials: :
post mortern.
UNION CLTY 14, TRENTON
* Cooper And Morton
1 7 The Tornadoes have been dis(Continued from Page One)
appointing so far losing to May"caught" between heavy pres- field and Humboldt and Trensures from two conflicting sets ton is undefeated. Our vote goes
of campaign advisors — "pro- to Union City in the belief that
fessional politicians and intel- it's capable to beat any team in
the conference.
lectuals."
JACKSON 14, DYERSBURG
Morton said "I am sure that
many of our Democratic and In- 12. Both teams are down and the
dependent friends are going to belief in this case is that the
be with us this election. This Golden Bears are the hungriest
speaks well for the operation of for a win.
COLLEGE
our Democratic system."
GA. TECH 21, KENTUCKY 7.
Wednesday the candidates took
their campaign to Murray, Cal- What a toughie for Blanton Colloway County, and Benton, Mar- lier's Cats tT go up against for
the opener. The Ramblin Wreck
shall County,
Fred Brady, prominent local is heading for national honors
Republican, arranged the en- and will get a scare out of Kengagement here for the two candi- tucky for the first half' Game
will be broadcast over WFUL
dates.
AM-FM.
VANDY 14. rEORGIA 6 Don
Tune to WFUL for local News
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I BING CROSBY
I GRACE KELLY
FRANK SINATRA

Pr

FULTON'S

WORK CLOTHES

Sh

HEADQUARTERS!

Two Famous brands, Exclusively Ours in FULTON:

•

DUCK HEAD, AND - - OSHKOSH

MID WAY

IVE-IN THEATRE

WUNION7:0 --irOa u

Located 3 Miles North of Fulton on Highway 51
WED & THURS — FEATURE AT 8:CS
GENE TIERNEY — CORNEL WILDE

BUY YOUR FALL & WINTER NEEDS NOW
MU STOCKS ARE COMPLETE

(In Color)

"LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN"

FRIDAY — SATURDAY — SUNDAY
(ALSO MONDAY NITE FOR ('‘ )1 OREL))

FIRST SHOWING THIS AREA

• MATCHED PANTS & SHIRTS
• OVERALLS
• CARPENTERS OVERALLS
• PAINTERS OVERALLS
* COVERALLS
* OVERALL JUMPERS
LINED & UNLINED
• OVERALL JACKETS
LINED & UNLINED
* OVERALL PANTS
* WESTERN DUNGAREES
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CINEMASCOPE SHORT —
Birthday Parade & Cartoon —
Scouts To The Rescue

PLUS — BOWERY BOYS FEATURE

LAKE STREET
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Sub-District MYF ,
Meets Monday Night

chorus After the business meeting and program an hour of recreation was enjoyed in the
church basement under the direction of the Sub-District Fellowship chairman, Donald Bev ins, of Walnut Grove.
Refreshment of cold drink and
cup-cakes were served to the
group by the local adult workel s.

The Sub-District M Y.F. met
Monday night.. September 17,
at the First Methodist Church in
Fulton There were about 100
young people from the district
present.
A very good program was presented by the Sub-District officers with a special music prodran4...aina ke the .young girls Sell-the easy W*! Want Ads'

G CO.
Fulton

FULTON FABRIC SHOP

In

features-

TION

GUARD NAMES NEW
UNIT FOR HICKMAN
Battery "C" of the 242nd
Field Artillery Battalion, Kentucky National Guard, will be
activated on Monday October
1st at Hickman, Kentucky, with
Brigadier-General Jesse Lindsey, Corps Artillery Commander
of the Kentucky National Guard,
and—other :Ugh-ranking officials
present for the ceremony.
The Hickman Unit will be the
third National Guard Compel"
in the Purchase, the other two
being at Paducah.
Tiptonville Group Will
Frozen
Foods
A corporation has been formed
at Tiptonville, Tenn . to engage
in the processing of frozen foods
and at a meeting in Hickman
last week the group announced
its consideration of the purchase
of a canning plant at Ridoley,
Tennessee, as well as its solicitation of farmers in Dyer, Obion
and Lake Counties (Tenn.) and
Fulton County (Ky 1 as stockholders to furnish raw materials
Process

FIRST-QUALITY

JANCE
9—
FED

Remnants

lye.
Office)
ace

AT BIG
Saturday

SAVINGS

ITS ! !

les.
Assistant — Morris Taylor,
Sports Editor — Doris Harris,
Wayne Killebrew.
•
Art Editor — Tommy Reams.
Assistants—Patsy Butts, Beverly St. John.
Head Typist—Betty Peeples.
Assistants—Nina Elliott, Gene
Vancil.
Circulation Manager — Billy

OVEN
READY

WOOLENS

NEW PACK
18 TO 20 LB.AVG. LB.

Fresh Pork Picnics

,ES

tC011;44 y

Winter Coffons

)AY I !
cow*
mom

ISBY
ELLY
IATRA

Corduroy

Me

S BAND

S

69e

89c

Fulton Fabric Shop

6h
NOW
TE

1

:tills Lay-Away Special

RZADT
S°"
?0
"
AS
SZETE

Chickeervessammo CVO sa.554

antaloupes

to

buy on our lay-away
plan.

Yellow Onions
Cauliflower

SIZI

Tokey
°Mg"
Penn RARruarr
Grass Seed 037WSB
_RAW

US..
10
.

Potatoes "wnigitI
111011 WERE

ASP

Tr%294
2
394
$1"
la
,
.

OUR FINIST QUAL/Tin

Tomato Juice ruf 29c
ANN PACE

PARAMOUNT (WITH

39c
25=49

Salad Dressing ?Zi
Heinz Ketchup oFu'll.=.;-= _____
Noodles

4

obrad

I-LIL

rINA
ENO
ITIP=AD

ANN PAGE

Macaroni or Spaghetti ,LBOW
Hudson Table Napkins
Pineapple Juice A.,
Luncheon Meat

"
17;
10'
2"-fi% 55'
1
-Efl
liji.k
:

PAPER

071

1c
2 iLONz

SUPER RIGHT

29'

Phila Cream Cheese xnArrg _2 PEGS 29'
KRAFTS
CHOCOLATE

Camay Soap

KRArrs

1-LB.
JAR

45°

2 1fRzi 19'

KRAFTS

JAR

35'

BATH
SIZE

2 RAM 27'

MANS,

Chili Con Came
Pork & Barns stri-TARA
Black Pepper AX]! PAGE
Hershey Kisses c. NmATmus
Apple Sauce ..,?Aim,

d

exola

Dreft Detergent
Fab Detergent

A SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
will

hold

any

Lux Soap 3

La-.
PKG

PK.
LCI.G

REO.
BARB

31' %IT 75$
31' cturcIT 75$

28'2

BARS
T"

274

purchase
'

until you call for it.

5-10-25c STORE
FULTON

o. 32' TrarT 78$

Lux Liquid Detergent IX 12:. SP
Crisco Shortening

3

al

97
1

14-0E.
CAN

104

I-LB.
CAE

79'
27'
29'

s_.z

BAGS

2

AAP• ALL PURPOSE
SALAt OIL

IS-OZ
CANS

.530
s°0;47.T

Nabisco Honey Graham Crackers
Crackers
Sunshine Hydrox Cookies

_

Is Oz.
BOX
is-oz.
BOX

Belle-Meade

37'
29'

11-0Z.
BOX 39°

JANE PARKER CARAMEL Welt (MEG.65e)

Layer Cake

49c

6 ZIEN

JANE PANZER

Sandwich Cookies
rna.en
."1-L.P.A=:i.( )
Lemon Pie Do
Danish Pastry Ring "TzcimutE
'

PEG.
S-IN.
SIZE
ER

231
45'
29'

NATIONAL BETTER BREAKFAST MONTH
Corn Flakes
,1 402.7 23'
Orange_ Juice
111714NRYTIEL.D

"
-ff
. 35°

CRESTMONT

Ice Cream

ALL /
1
2-GAL.69.
FLAVORS CTN.

Crestmont Sherbet °Arr.""Ap"pf:
Sharp Cheddar Cheese
Mild Cheddar

Blue Silverdust

19°

16-0Z.
CAN

A&P

BALM DGE'S
LAKE STREET

2 FoR 49!

SIZE
27

Persian Melons EA- 69C

Duz Soap Powder Ma. 31 GIANT 75'

wide selection of other dolls on display !

'
S EASY, CONVENIENT
IT

IUMIN)

Sweet Yams

French Dressing

dress and matching hat.

See our

5Ist$2"

LB.

CALIFORNIA - fUMII0

W'hich you can lay-away for

-

SHRIMP

PUERTO RICAN

'3" DOLL
has rooted

Freda rims Me& Sims

CALIFORNIA VINE-RIPENED

Salad Mustard

hair and comes with rayon

89c
39c

U3

Canned Hams
S =sr,
Beef Cheeklupaz
east BLAEB cBT
494

Malted Milk

'This lovely doll is all rubber "skin,"

2

SUPER RIGHT FRESH

IN OUR DOLL LAY-AWAY DEPT.

ONLY 25c

4 TO 8
U. AVG.

Thick Sliced Bacon
Ground Beef

COTTONS 69c

.ON:

SUPER RIGHT
SHORT SHANK

SUPER RIGHT MINDLESS

2.43

• South • Fulton School
(Continued ,from Page One)
going to Memphis next Saturday, Sept. 22. Golly Whillikers!
Plaids, Checks, S(did Colors.
$2.49, $2.99
I estimated about 150 not
counting the 4th, 5th. and 6th
Best quality for suits and skirt.s.
grades!
BIG Savings !
We'll be well represented anyway, dont'cha think'
During activity period Friday we had a wonderful pep
session We really have some
teriffic cheerleaders I would
like tn recognize them, Barbara
All the new dark colors, nubby
79e,98c , Kupfer. Glenda Bonds, Ann
Strange, Loraine Fields
and
weaves. You
'
d ordinarily pay
Sandra Laird Even if you don't
much higher than this price !
$1.39 YD.
like sports you'll like the cheerleaders. Besides having a good
cheering capacity, they sure are
"purty."
The latest around the school
is peroxide blondes, reds or
whatever color you hair turns
after applying the "stuff." I
Printed and pinwale for shirts, jackets and
think it's cute, but no-matter
suits. Washable, wonderful for school wear. how I try my hair just won't
turn.
Shop and save with us !
Members
of
the
Student
Council this year are, President
Jerry Bawl.; Vice-President,
DAN RIVER WRINKLE SHED'
Jessie
namblin;
Sec -Treas ,
Joan Tune: Reporter, Doris Harris The other members are
Carl Wade, Arvin Napier, Tommy Clark and Kay Johnson They
are in charge of the construction
•
of the constitution and bi-laws.
Best Quality
Pictures will be taken next
Tuesday and Wednesday.
People are subscribing for
Shoulder pads
Zippers
Linings
their annuals now They will be
extra good this year
See us for your sewing needs
Mansfield Martin has
Mrs
twen out of school to attend the
bed side of her husband, who is
in the Fulton Hospital. During
the absence of Mrs. Martin, Mrs.
Wilma Boyd is acting as substitute.
207 Commercial Ave.
The seniors have begun to
Next to News Office
realize what a busy year a senior year can be. Last week the
-

Meacham.
possibly have.
Assistants — Morgan Fields,' Mr. Guy
Finch was ill last
Jerry Alston, James LaFuze.
week. Acting as Mr. Finch's
Snap Shot Editor—John Jack- substitute was
Mrs. D. D. Legg
son.
The
eighth
grade
is selling
Assistants — Charlie McClain,
three Stanley products to raise
Norman Allison.
money for the class treasury. U
The worx on toe annual will you hear a knock on your door,
start soon- and we are striving. open it and
some Stanley
for the best annual that we can products.

URKEYS

Rex Ruddle has been named
assistant rulton Chief of Police.

2
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Conte See - You'll"Sove At Your ALP Food

NEW ASSISTANT CHIEF

-URDAY

S.

seniors selected their class ring
and the election of the annual
staff was completed Wednesday
morning. Each member of the
class is striving to make this a
successful s 'ear.
Those elected for the annual
staff were::
Editor—Nancy Counce,
Assistant Editor — Marietta
Bennett.
Make Up Editor--Peggy Peep-

Cheese

4r
-ru.
k1- 594
Ia. 59

494

LB.

Mess Is This Ad affective 7/trang% Sahirday. Septernly r 22
111•111110•11 /111111Mil

vi

OSINMAN

Said

IS,.

‘PN Vood Stores
souna•Riail &NM PIA Wawa
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Stitching on plastics should I
be done with mercerized thread,
a long stitch and a fine needle.
Nylon thread should not be
used for this purpose.

Pheasant Hunting Announced At Kentucky Dam
A controlled hunt for pheasants and other upland game in
which shooters will be assured
of the opportunity to bag a limit
of birds will be conducted near
Kentucky Darn State Park, Conservation Commissioner Laban
Jackson announced this week.
In the hunt, tentatively set to
open Oct. 1, sportsmen will be

charged for each bird they kill
on the 16500-acre condrolled
range,
Conservation
officials
said. A "package deal" is being
considered, officials added, in
which a hunter pays a sum for
a number of birds, lodging and
meals at the park.
The pheasants, raised in captivity, will be released at the
start of hunting periods, officials
said. Hunting parties will he ac-

companied by guides. Bird dogs
and kennels will be available,
officials said, but huntsmen may
bring their own dogs.
Jackson said the hunting lodge
will be a club house at Kentucky Dam Village Airport. The
club house, electrically heated,
has all modern conveniences and
a snack bar. Overnight lodge,
cottage and dining facilities are
available at the park.

I Recently. we have been in'formed of the decline in farm
population. All df us have known
S. E. Holly, Office Manager
that the farm population of the
:country has been getting small- for Fulton County ASC, aner and smaller for many years. nounced today that the support
The first entries for the 4th
'Last week the Government an- rate for 1956 crop soyabeans of annual International Dairy Show
nounced that the Nation's farm classes, green and yellow soya- reflect the international charpoulation has declined 11.6 per beans, grading No. 2 or better acter of this relatiye newcomer
cent during the five year period and containing 13.8% to 14.0% in the dairy exposition field.
ending April 1.
I moisture is 82.14 per bushel, for
The management reports exThere are today, 22.158,000 1 all counties in Kentucky. The hibition herds of Jerseys and
Brown
Black,
rate
for
support
I
peoph. living (41 farms as comMilking Shorthorns from Marypared wilh 25.058,000 in 1950. or Mixed 'soyabeans is 25c per land, New Jersey. and Massathis.
The nation's total population has bushel less than
chusetts among the first to come
FOR SALE
Loans will be available on. in, and other early listings inircreased from 151,132,000 to
1114.1911.000 in the same period..! both warehouse and farm stored clude herds of purebred dairy
Situations such as these art'cowls. In the event of warehouse animals from Canada. the West
alarming to mans people wksi. ,atorage. the producer may pay coast, and Georgia.
N
h (aim groups as *Al his warehouse storage directly
The show will be held October
thwnsell..cs. TlIere to the warehouseman and have 6 to 13 in Chicago's International
.0;
his waiehouse receipt so mark- Amphitheatre.
ed, or the warehouse charge may
849,966 in Prises
be deducted from the loans proThe
continent's
finest farm
ceeds at the time the oan is obtained. In the event of a farm animals of the 6 breeds that
stored loan, the producer earns supply the nation's milk will
the storage himself and will be compete for $40,000 in cash
premiums and for scores of valileadrexateut
paid the full loan value.
Soyabeans paced under farm uable sterling silver trophies.
31444•4u4a awd /47)
stored oans must be in storage These breeds are the Ayrshire,
30 days prior to inspection, the Brown Swiss, the Guernsey,
measuring and samping. For Holstein, Jersey, and Milking
further information, see your lo- Shorthorn.
The Chicago shw has been
cal county ASC Office.
designated
by the American
are fewer people today, to carry Jersey Cattle Club as the naon
community _ •improvement tional show of the year of that
0* *0
work, to help support rural breed, and. auction sales of
nd
churches and schools than ever Prize-winning
At the Capitol Plaza—a hotel of unusual
coun- amiseeseagee
before in the history of
charm located opposite the Union Station
try.
The need for community leadPlaza. Noted for its genuine hospitality,
ership and workers is in serious i
comfortable accommodations, and for its
condition and those who remain
unusual food. Parking Lots and near by
responsibilities
have
added
heaped upon them, as our farm
Garage facilities. Radio in every room.
population continues to decline.
Air-conditioned guest rooms available.
Without the leadership and
workers in rural areas, our pro300 modern rooms from $3
blem of maintaining high standards for our farm people is in

Holsteins will add interest to
these two breed competitions.
The International Guernsey
Cattle Sale will be held in a special sale arena of the International Amphitheatre on Wednesday night, October 10. at the
conclusion of two days of Guernsey cattle judging. The International Holstein Cattle Sale is
scheduled . Saturday morning,
October 13, following the Holstein show on Thursday and Friday, October 11 and 12.

novo
rAc
7evu.

With Jim PRYOR

'56 SOYBEAN LOAN
RATE SET AT $1.14 CHICAGO DAIRY
SHOW OPENS OCT 6

Aerkeltural Arno. Illieers Ceattel

BY
AC BUTTS 61 SONS
E. State Line
Ph. 202

convern4.0

D.C.

h

Guernseys a

With the able assistance given
farm communities by our various agencies and organizations,
the situation will no doubt work
itself out but there is a waiting
period for us to see what happens.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

E J. HARRIS. Managing Director
HENRY J. LEMANSlas G•neml Mann*

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

DIVIDENDS

The Office of Business Economics of the Department of Commerce recently announced that
dividends
up to the
paid by corporations this year
$5,300,000,000, about
totaled
$500,000,000 more than 91 the
period of 1984.

end of July,

insuranee and Real Estate
For Best Service in Fire
and Automobile Insurance

szE
Charley Stephenson

VITAMIN C
Raw cabbage is in the same top
class of Vitamin C foods as citrus fruits and tomatoes, say Extension food specialists at the
University
of
Kentucky. It
should be prepared immediately
before it is to be served.

REG.30.9 ETHYL 32,

I DEWEY JOHNSON
AB types et Inserasse
SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

PIPELINE
Phone
No. 1 Lake St.

"Covering everything"

9188

309 East Walnut St
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 410/1

24 HOUR RbAD SERVICE

- WE NEVER CLOSE

ANNOUNCING..

danger.

DODGE ROM

As hunfing will be restricted the hunting.
Game officials said hunters
to a pre-determined number of
hunters in the field at one time, will be obligated to abide by all
reservations should be made for State and federal hunting laws
the shoot. Jackson said. Pros-' and regulations.
pective participants were advised
to call Superintendent B. J.
Cloar at the park.
C. R. Jones, who has been operating a private pheasant shoot
itt Paducah. will be in charge of

A CHANGE IN POLICY OF THE

EARLE HOTEL

hiauff
COMMAND
SPACE

Due to the demand of so many retired and pensioned people

IT'S MAGIC!
NOTHING BETWEEN YOU AND THE SET BUT SPACE

Retired and Pensioned
Men and Women

ACROSS THE ROOM
FROM
ZENITH TV
OPERATES YOUR
NO CORDS,
FLASHLIGHTS,
NO
stott,S1
so

who want a place to live the EARLE HOTEL has decided to
convert the Earle into a home for

AGIVITAF

ONLY f 1/elmes NEW 1957

RATES HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED to MEET EVERY NEED
Recreation Facilities Are Provided For The Pleasure Of Our Guests, Already We Have Made
Available These Facilities:

trying Hint,
peke

is seas forgotten he avollty stays
was you ...COMPARE
QUALITY TV

way

* CROQUET
* CHECKERS

• CARDS
* DOMINOES

• TV
• HORSE SHOES

* SHUFFLE BORAD
• Complete Selection
of Magazines

If You Are Retired or Pensioned and Would Li Ice a Place to Live and Call Home, Then We
Invite You To Contact Us At Once.

...and

SPACE COMMAND MODEL

AS LOW AS'25995

with vo”
anywhere in the room. It answers your
ate.% your Zenith TV wohoirt co,ds,
monds.
wires, flashlights or radio control waves.

ROPER TV SERVICE
306 MAIN STREET

•

MAKE YOUR HOME AT THE

the room

receiver
... Don't touch
...relax across th•
push a button
Yoko the Spoce-Command cont,o1 box

FUL TON

EARLE HOTEL
PHONE 55

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 307
•

3M

THIS WEEK

At a nelght-year-old's birthday party, writes a contributor

—In Washington

hun tent

by all
tiro,' laws
kit.

to Reader's Digest, the adults
rushed around furiously trying
frantically to keep the party
going. The grown-up organized
games, treasure hunts and
races. In the midst of the confusion, one little boy asked:
"When this is all over, can we
play?"

Wrfh
Clinton Davidson

MON
Estate
Fire
u ran ce

=on

PSH9

:LOSE

pie
to

NOW WE CAN PLAY!
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A session of Congress is, in some
respects, • like a
baseball game. One
team Is made up of
Democrats and the
other of Republicans Each is trying to make a "hit" with voters,
or "swore" by pasidng a bill that
would be popular with the -fans"
And, of course, each wants to
throw the other "out." You are
the umpire, and sometimes the
coach a., well. Every two years.
In November. you add up the box
wore and cast your vote far the
team you think has done the best
job.
If your principal interest Is
farming. you look at the box score
on farm. legislation. We thought it
might be Interesting to take an
impartial look at what the second
session of the Nth Congress did
about one of the most sontroversial issues it Owed, that of farm
legislat ion.
President Eisenhower opened the
senior In January by throwing
out a 9-pulnt farm program which
he asked Conroe"' to pass. You
might say it was a 9-inning game
staryng In•January and ending In
July.
With Secretary Ezra Taft Benson pitching and the Denswrats at
bat, the first ball hit was a Rue
drive 90'1 -of-party bill directly
to El7enhower It was a hot-one
but Ike scooped it UP and threw
the Democrats out at first, With
•
a %too
Then the Republicans came to
bat and the first pitch was the
soil bank. The Democrats looked
it over and let it go by for a strike,
"although some of them claimed it
was a foul At any rate It can put
• an extra $12 billion a year In
farmers' pot sets, and no Deino
crat thought tint was- bad.

area. One splinter was estimated

about 15 feet in length, while
other short ones. landed in the
trees nearby. lite ground was
utterly covered with bark from
the oaks.
We received news of the illness of Mrs. Lizzie Vincent, wife

Take your
pick...
Pick your
price!

of the late Lee Vincent, of Martin, Route 4 who hasn't been
well for some time. We wish fos
her a most speedy recovery very
soon.
The larger the income, the
harder it is to live within it.

DID YOU
KNOW THAT

Big trade-ins now during our fall round-up of
B. F. Goodrich tire values. Special prices on all
types and sizes of tires. See us today!

you can own

a new

Peoria, Ill. - Grand champion Duroc boar at the 1966
Illino:s State Fair was the senior spring boar, King
Red, owned by William Lehmann of Pleasant Plains,
Ill. This boar was sold after the show for $2,500 to
Foster 4 Star Farm, Mayfield, Ky, King Red is sired
by Big Red, the first Certified Meat Sire of the Duroc
. breed, owned by Alvin S. Lehmann. Pictured with
King Red (left to right) William Lehmann, Bob Overby, manager of Foster 4 Star Farm, and Alvin Lehmann.

ECCHI

CROP
PAYMENT
TERMS

Sewing Machin.?

Mr. Rbert Rickman is re*0 AUSTIN SPRINGS ported on the sick list at this
Mrs. Carey Frields • writing.
Next. the President rajah', foe
surplus disposal
ogram. blame
Mrs Buton 'Limiter remains
and better than ever before
Church sat about the same. She is up only a
Baptist
Salem
New
• Democrats and Republicans tot h
the time.
went to bat on that one, and the in conference the past Wednes- portion of
Velva Hawks Jr. spent a few
result was a $5 billion "home Pin" day
night preeeeding Prayer
appropriation that landed in the
at Jones Clinic last week
Meetmg and called Rev. Demp- days
White House front yard and woo
for treatment of a rather severe
for
the
pastor
as
Henderson
sey
autographed by Eisenhower.
and sore throat. He if now
The game was delayed while year 1957. The popular minister Cold
nicely.
Democrats and Republicans argued
has served the church the past at home and recovering
some more about pricy supports
Mrs. Nora Vincent is slowly
year, and has a full time pastorSecretary Benson. the Democrats
ate An active BTU with a good Improving at the home of her
contended, had been pitching them
attendance, Sunday School each daughter, Mrs. Burnett Lintz,
too low President Eisenhower said
Lord's Day at 10:00 o'clock a.m., and Mr. Lintz She is suffering
he thought so. too. and ordered
Prayer Meeting each .Wednes-, from some complication that deBenson to raise them some
Eisenhower celled for st rengt ti day night. All officers of Sun- veloped a few weeks ago.
ening of commodity programs
During the electrical storm
day School and teachers for each
DerDOCTILUC leaders on the Hill put
Class were also elected at this Sunday night lighting struck
through an extension of the Sugar
past meeting. Rev. Henderson two trees in the Ed Frields and
and Wheat Agreement Acts, but
ir.vites the public to worship sons woods, and ripped bark and
they also "(rose" cotton and rice
acreage allotments and tossed out
splinters of hugh size, over an
with his congregation. •
modernised parity.
The next play you might call •
"balk." Eisenhower asked for a
limit on the stye of price support
loans any one grower could get.
but Henson never would say how
much, and so Congress did nothing Eisenhower also called for an
expanded rural development pro.
gram, but Congress didn't even
swing at It.
An always popular pitch with
Congress was • request for more
research funds. Congress dished
up an extra $17 million and then
created 'a Commission to find wars
to spend an added $100 million
searching for industrial uses for
farm surpiuses
A call for better and easier farm
credit was right down Congress'
alley and the lawmakers batted
out laws to consolidate the Production Credit Corporations with
the Federal Intermediate Credit
Banks and authorise the Panniers
Home Administration to be more
liberal with its money It added
$150 million to help Great Plains
farmers ahift from crops to grass
in the Dust Bowl.
Ninth point in the Eisenhower
program was repeal of the Federal
tax on farm -used gasoline, and
both Democrats and Republicans
moored that as a hit. Who won?
That will be decided on November

VattittfillttitttiAttlittt
Power-Gni)

Super Hi-Cleat

$16•00

t24 m

THIS COUPON
WORTH UP TO .0.)I any

I'S.)

with your retreadable tire

.4.11
I.

9 x 24

9 x 24

$42.15

$53.45

Bring This Coupon In Tolay,

'6

g.'11PW41,10;

p

$100
only
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.
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Charlie Scates Stores

WEEK

FULTON, KY.

MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

he ROI Ileseasirellee cag or visit

PHONE 389

JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE t

BUCK & WHITE

B.EGood,rich

STORE
UNION CITY, TENN,
Phone 36 or 567

B.F.Goodrich

You can't Steal Chickens
is cheaply as we are serving them
cook at home, at these prices!

Young, tender, delicious chicken
your most inexpensive moat food today and

Smith's famous Golden-Fried Chicken is

SMITH'S FEATURE THIS WEEK at a new,

prepared with a special care, dipped in our own

low price of only seventy-five cents. Bring the

special way, cooked in our deep fryer in oil. It's
never greasy.

you can't afford to

whole family down

6.
FOOTBALL

PROFESSIONAL

AT ('RUMP STADIUM
IN

ide

Lwe

Smith's Golden

MEMPHIS SEPT. 21

The Cardinals' contest in San
Francsisco was a dilly, with the
Cardinals winning in everything
but the score and that — the
49er's scores — was something
which you would have to see to
believe. Lamar McHart the exArkansas All-American, was impressive as usual and figures to
be ready to give the homefolks
some thrills when he opposes the
New York Giants at Memphis
September 21.
Ticket sale for the GiantCardinal game at Crump Stadium Sept. 21st is under way at
Central Ticket Office in Goldsmith's and also at the Stadium.
Mail orders as well as over the
counter sale is in effect and
orders should be accompanied
bY self addressed, stamped envelope.

AO
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A complete dinner, including vegetabl es, salad, drink, dessert.
•• •

:tYlPy."),‘
- '9, ‘....:4)Ntrv
•

BAKED CHICKEN
Including tasty vegetables, salad,
choice of drink and dessert.

01

KY.

t.4

Si N. PeeweeI
Maytag dose

LAW dovi ti r 1 y111,1110"

ork

.
"
8

and Kasy Terms

BENNE-rr ELECTIRIC
117 Main

Pullen

Including tasty vegetables, salad,
choice of drink and dessert.

15c

!

BAG
Golden

'THE MAYO.
AUTOMATIC
•• WASHER

SLICED CHICKEN

generous portions of
combination salad and french fries,
hot rolls, drink.

Take Home a

just anytime that you want

•

BARBECUED CHICKEN
Including

75C

75C

For picnics, informal evenings at home . . or

.111114"

Fried Chicken 75c

Fried

a quantity of Smith's

Chicken, come in for a bag-full.

Phone ahead, if

vii wish, and

we'll

have the

chicken ready for yon. We will prepare for any
quantity, 2 to 200.
PHONE 172

t
GAF
44OEhertheltY
IT
M
uvrot ,

F

Enjoy the noon and evening dinner
Music of Neal at our Hammond Organ

Howard and
Lucille Adams

•

Two Purchase HDA's Receive Natio
nal Honors

Two Purchase home demonstration agents, Mrs. Florence C.
Bennett of McCracken county,
and Miss Sunshine Colley, Marshall county, will receive recognition for distinguished service in their counties at the annual meeting of the Home Demonstration Agent's Association
in Chicago, Oct. 28-31.
The honor, to be awarded to
68 agents from 38 states, is in
recognition of an agent's service
to the people of her county, and
of her devotion tO the' aims and
ideals of the Extension Service.
Since Mrs. Bennett came to
McCracken county in 1949, the
number of homemakers clubs
has been increased to 32 with a
membership of 656. Their active cooperation with other agencies in community
improvement is noteworthy. A recent
county-wide project started by
the homemakers is roadside
MISS SUNSHINE COLLET
MRS. P/ORENCII O. szt
beautification.
enerr
Mrs. Bennett cooperated with in school lunches as
well as on
the county agent in the Far the fami
m
ly table. Her leadership
and Home Development proJAPANESE REARMA
MENT
gram, and with the associat is reflectcd in the 93 farm famie lies that
A
plan to rearm Japan
completed their goals
borne agent in the 4-H program,
as a
408 boys and girls being en- in the Farm and Home
military partner of the
DevelopUnit
ed
rolled in Z2 clubs. Graduate ment program, th a club
d
mem- States has been outlined by Forfrom the University of Missouri bership of 750 in 26 4-H
,
clubs, eign Minister Shigemitsu,
she is a member of the state and and of400 women in 20
who
home- recently visited
national Home Demonstratio makers clubs.
in Washington.
n
The plan envisions
Agents Associations, the PurMiss Colley
the
chase Dietetics Club, the Busi I program of has a daily radio of a Japanese military creation
15- minutes over 200,
force of
000,
ness and Professional Women' Station WCB
s
L, and her weekly troops. including 183,000 ground
Club, and the First Baptist column appe
ars in three newsChurch.
papers of the county.
'
41M1111111111111Seesiosimme
Miss Colley, who has been
1 She takes active part in
hcme agent in Bell, Casey
both
and civic and church affairs.
Marshall counties, received
her I
bachelor's and m‘ster's degr
ees
from the Uni‘ltrgity of Ken
unsweetened apples
tucky. Realizing the importan - I Frozen
ce are considered best
for pies, but
of better nutrition, she
has for uncooked dess
erts, texture
stressed the importance of
the and flavor of most
fruits are
use of raw fruits and vegetabl
es improved by the use
of sweet-

t
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CLEVER HUSRAND
A five-year foundation plan
A bride-to-be showed a friend has given Maysville's children
a list of guests to be invited to better dental health.
Janice Vincent was suprised the wedding.
• DUKEDOM RT.
r reading the
3 Sunday night with a party and names, a h e Afte
Mrs. Ronnie Cumming*
look
• supper honoring her 16th birth- "What's the matt ed puzzled
er?" asked the
day.
MEE,
bride-to-be.
Little Johnnie
"Isn't
Mrs. Em Griffin is unim
it
rather
strange,"
- and cut his tong Campbell fell queried
proved at the home
ue
the friend. "you've one
real
bad
one
of her night last
daugtiter, Mrs. Chesley Morr
week. Five stitches put down names of married eauFUNERAL
i- were required
HOME
son.
. He is doing fine plea.
now
incoriwated
.
"Yes, that was Jack's idea.
Mrs. Sallie Starkes is
He
doin
The folks are really enjoying says that if we invite ony marwell as could be expected g as
afte
r
ried
the
peop
skat
le,
ing ring owned and opbreaking her hip..
the Presents will all
be -clear' profiC"
erated by Mr and Mrs.
W. B. Holt ot Mayfield
Dale
spent Cummings at Pilot Oak.
the weekend with his
daughter
Travel Kentucky's new turn
Three Resident Lice
and family, Mrs. Lois
Mrs. Violet Bushart had an
nsed
Roberts oper
pike from
Elizabethtown to
and Mr. And Mrs. Bates
ation on her throat at
Embalmers
a Louisville.
Byars hosp
of Dukedom. •
ital n Mayfield, Friday She
is doing o.k.
Mr. and Mrs. Almus
Byars
spent the week-end in
Dresden
with relatives.
WHY DELAY TV
NEXT QUESTION!
Mr. and Mrs. rred Farm
er are
A
fam
ous admiral always enmoving to their new bric
REPAIRS?
k home couraged
his officers to act on
today
their own initiative.
Mrs. Susie Jackson is
about
One day he received a message
Why try to watch
the same.
a TV
from one of the captains in his
The community was sadd
'et
ened
that
fleet
:
"Am
is
lost
dim
in fog. Shall I
, distorted,
Sunday
night
when
Lewis proceed to destination or
Pinkerton passed away
return
cwt of focys, whe
after a to the baser'
n a
lingering illness at the hom
e of
The admiral replied: "Yea."
phone call to us
his daughter near Pilo
will
t Oak.
Soon after, another message
Brother Lewis ate
bri
ng
exp
ert
serv
with Mr. and Mrs. Lewi dinner arrived: "Do you mean
ice in
I
s Arm- shoud proceed to dest
strong.
ination
a
or,
yes,
hur
ry!
shou
I
ld
return to base?"
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Peep
les and
This time the reply was: "No."
George Wilson from St.
Loui
s
spent Friday night with
Mr and
The men of action are, afte
Mrs. Lewis Armstrong.
r
all, only the unconscious instruJ. T. Puckette was hom
306 MAIN STREET
the week-end with his e over ments of the men of thought.
FULTON
PHONE 307
family.
—Heinrich Heine

HORNBEAK
PHONE 7

ROPER TELEVISION

REPEAT SALE In:-

This Big 14-Piece Group

$158")

35 of These Suites Sold the
First Sale. WADE Has Thorn
Back in Stock Again at the Lo
w, Low Price of $158.00
Colon: Red, Green, Gold, Tur

quoise.

Spiking down a dream
That's what Chief Engineer

Roswell B. Mason
did when he completed the
charter lines of the
Illinois Central Railroad in
1856. He brought
to reality a great dream—
the then longest
railroad in the world, built to
serve the yet-tobe cultivated prairies of Illi
nois.
In the hundred years sinc
e Mason's day,
the Illinois Central has grown
with all MidAmerica. For this growth
, we salute the diligence and loyalty of tho
usands of Illinois
Central people. Through their
untiring efforts,
wonderful dreams of acc
omplishment have
takeh form and substance .it
is they who
have driven home the spikes of
reality.
lbday,some 32,000 members
of the Illinois
Central family, working with
a budget of
$130 million for maintenance
and improvements, keep this railroad ahe
ad of the growing
needs of Mid-America for
fast, economical
transportation service.

WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

Monument Pit:murk, &Knoe
ll B.
Maxon. Chief rItei11", of
the
Illinois Central, dedicated
September 17, 1968, at Mason.
Illinois. The charter lines Imre
completed at this point in 1946
.

•

ILLINOIS CENTRA
L
Akeit hireitc/Ke-Attokat.

MAKES A
FULL-SIZE
BED
FOR 2
Notice the massive styling
of the suite—the
arm design, for instance,
is
found in much higher priced usually only
the button tufting, welting suites... and
and brass-tip
legs tool The 2-piece suite
is not all you
get either...there's a set
of 3 matched
blond or mahogany glas
s-top tables, a
pair of modern lamps
with parchment
abodes, 2 full-size sheets,
2 pillowcases,
blanket and pair of pillo
ws to complete
your dual-purpose room
ovtfit. All for one
low price.

LOOK AT ALL
THE EXTRAS WHEN
YOU TRADE WITH
WADE

• 5" FOAM RUBBER MATTRESS AND
BOX SPRINGS
$99.50 WITH TRADE

3 BM ROOMS FURNITURE
$599.95
REGULAR $999.95 VALUE

Wade Furniture Company
Trade With WADE And SA
VE

112 Lake Street

Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

/
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flouridation plan
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and perhaps some of the facts
Kentuckians visiting the CapiI will outline here will encour- tol can find a familar sight. Unage others to visit the Capitol der the influence of George
Complete Line
next spring or summer.
Washington and Thomas JefferFor all makes of hearing aids!
Vkilt our Rearing Aid Depart
The Capitol also is the na- son, plans for the design of the
cent at your first opportunity.
tion's Number One attraction for tops of the pillars in the rotuntourists of all ages—as it should da of the original section are
CITY DRUG CO.
be, for this structure is more distinctly American in flavor.
/108 lake Street
Phone '70
than marble and granite. It is Curling tobacco leaves were
more than a great building in selected, and there they are towhich the laws of the land are day as a tribute to one of Kenmade. It is, in all reality, the tucky's greatest industries.
symbol pf American Freedom, KentackLuis Are Honored:
proof that democracy really
FOR THE
In 1864, Congress invited each
workS, that 167 million Ameri- state to furnish two statues of
cana can and do govern thern- outstanding citizens to be placed
'elves.
in the Capitol. Kentucky responded with figures of its great
When Congress has been in The History of the Building:
recess, it has been my practice
Here, in brief, is the story of statesman, Henry Clay, and its
to devote this Washington news- how our National Capitol grew. noted pioneer surgeon, Dr. EphGOOD
letter to the organization of the The site was selected by Major raim McDowell of Danville.
federal government and to sim- L'Enfant, the famed French de- The Lights Came Back On:
ilar subjects which I believe signer who laid out Washington, During world War II, the flood
may be of general interest to D. C., along the lines of his na- lights which illuminate the Capthe people of Kentucky, and I tive Paris. He placed the Capitol itol were turned off. As a Conwill follow this idea for the next ow a hill, overlooking what is gressman, there at the end of
few months. In the past, I have now downtown Washington and the war, I watched as they were
received many favorable com- a broad avenue at the other end turned back on. With me were
ments on what many have called of which he placed the residence
these "educational" newsletters. and official offices of the PresiSEE
With Kentucky school chil- dent- -The White House, Today,
dren returning to their class the area occupied by the Capirooms, it seems to be an ap- tol and the legislative office
pro-In-tate time for me to devote buildings is still known as the
this Report to • subject that "Hill"—and it looks down Pennranks
high as the nation's great- sylvania Avenue toward the
FURNITURE CO.
est attraction for students—the White House. It was intended
National Capitol here in Wash- that the Capitol and the White
207 CHURCH ST. ington. They come here annual- House *mild serve as the hubs
ly by the hundreds of thousands, of two giant wheels, from which
either in school groups ..un spe- broad avenues would spread out
PHONE 35
cial trips, or with their parents. like the spokes in a wheel And
I highly recommend such a trip, so Washington was laid out —
with consequent confusion for
the tourist of today.
04OPEN1131,1
The plans for the Capitol were
done by an amateur architect
who won the first of $500 in a
competition sponsored by the
government. The cornerstone
was laid in 1793 by George
Washington. The first section
erected was merely' a square
building, and it was finished in
1800. The second section to the
south was not finished until
1807. and it was not until 1827
LEGEND.
that these two sections were
Flea.", I ines Rural Pri
linked by the central portion,
mary Roads
Lie Lines Rural Secarid the present-day Capitol beSagest 1793—nesT PArf.R Mill IN KERMIT
ondary Roads
gan to become recognizable.
Urban routes are eatsThe first paper mill in Kentucky, or anywhere weet
1,001 or the two rural
In 1859, the extensions which
of the Allogheniem. was established by the firm of
systems through towns.
now house the Senate and House
Small boo shows the 441
Craig, l'arkers St Conipany at Georgetown, Ky. This
miles of Interstate deChambers were finished. They
pioneer mill continued in successful operation until
fense roads
dwarfed the old wooden dome
1S38 when it was destroyed by fire.
over the central section, and so
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, manyof
plans were made for a great new
our citizens have always enjoyed •glass of beer.
dome But it was not until 1863
brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of au
that-this dome was installed finresidents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions
ally, and the Capitol assumed its
is an important objective of the United States
appearance of today.
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
This great building — like our
pn'gran) helps beer retailers maintain their high
courStry
— continued to grow
stands edit
despite many problems and- setbacks. In 1814, it was put to the
torch' by the British when they
../. .
3., KENTUCKY mum O.S.111WEP3
invaded Washington during the
11
FOUNDATION
1,
,1523 H,. b..... Ilwidlselk Lawlwrias. rdodadaff
Wog of 1812 When Abraham
•ft..•
Lincoln was inaugurated, he was
asked whether construction on
the building then under way
would continue in the face of
the struggle between the States.
Zying the incomplete dome, Lincoln is said to have replied, If
people see the Capitol dome goon it will be a sign to them
FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND ing
that we intend the Union shall
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Stied: go on."
The Statue of Freedom:
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.
Most often asked question
I about the Capitol Building concerns the statue which adorns
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
the top of the great dome. BeOPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
cause of the head-dress, many
Fescue
assume that it is an Indian.
Omer
Actually, the figure is tha,. of a
woman. and It is officially the
PX1NT UP AND FIX UP TIME
Statue of Freedom. She is
clothed in flowing robes, with
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint - the
her right hand resting on the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
hilt of a sheathed sword, her left
interior or exterior.
hand holding a wreath and a
shield. An emblem near the
heart bears the letters "U.S."
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
and her liberty helmet is adornOUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !
ed with stars. Indian feathers,
,
and an American eagle. The
Statue of Freedom measuzas"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT
1914 feet from pedestal to Indian feathers, and weights 14.985 pounds. The plaster model
was executed by the -sculptor
Thomas Crawford in 1857. Casting of the statue in bronze was
interrupted by the Civil War.
and it was 1863 before Freedom
Phone 202
East Stab Liao
reached her place atop the dome;
Tobacco Leaves:

Hearing Aid Batteries

Jobs Open For Tax
Collectors And Agents

The Fulton News

It was announced today by
Mr. William M. Gray, District
Director, Internal Revenue Service, Louisville, Kentucky, that
the Internal Revenue Service has
an urgent need for additional
Internal Revenue Agents and
Tax Collectors. These positions
demand an entrance salary of
$3670 to $4525 per year.
Full
particulars
regarding
thesealacancies may be obtained
by contacting the nearest Internal Revenue Service Office; the
Civil Service Representative in
Mrs. Clements and our daughter,
Bess. It was an unforgettable experience — and from it came an
urging by Bess that the dome of
the Capitol building at Frankfort also should be floodlighted.
Later as Governor, I had the opportunity to carry out that idea.

Thursday September 20, 1956

local Post Offices, or by writing
to the Chief, Personnel Branch,
Internal Revenue Service, P. 0.
Box 60, Louisville, Ky.

SURE

INSURANCE
AT

LOW COST

Kentucky farmers are eligible
for $4,803,285, under the soilbank program_

WHY PAY MORE?

The Closing date for the acreage reserve part of the soil bank
for all crops except wheat was
July 27.

Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—

LIKE STREET—11110R STORE
A_ roil' From The
Coca-Cola Plant

Lake Street Ent
All Favorite Brands

PLENTY FREE

PARKING!

11111111111111111111111=1111.111110111INIMIRI

EXCHANGE

KINTUCV

•••

"thout increasing taxes!

SEE US — — BEFORE YOU BUY

The new Federal Aid Highway Act,
passed by Congress. makes available to
over $137 nallion to build
roads in the next three years, if Ken:8
0
,c_latayaras up its share.
are farmroads . . . secondary roads
... main highways ... interstate routes
. . . and streets connecting highways
through the cities.
Shown on the map above are 18,672
road miles . . . in all sections of Kentucky.
... that could share this federal
aid. However, to get these federal
funds, Kentucky must put up more
than $57 million in the next three
years. Of this amount, $12 million is
needed for the national interstate
routes. On this system of highways, the
Federal government pays $9 for SI
paid by Kentucky.
But our big problem is to match the
$45 million for the 18,672 road miles
shown on the large map. These are the
roads that serve all sections of the state.
Here the Federal government pays $1
for each $1 paid by Kentucky.
BOND ISSUE
Early this year the Legislature adopted
a measure to submit a $100 million
road bond issue to the people of Kentucky. This will be voted upon at the

rrs

ACkt5.Ifid SON

Nov. 6th election. If passed, the law
requires that bond money may be used
ONLY to match federal aid.
The Highway Department plans to use
$57 million of the bond money to
match federal aid during the first three
years of the program, as prescribed by
the 1956 Federal Highway Act. The
remainder of the bond money would
be used for matching federal money
in future years.
NO NEW TAXES NECESSARY
The Legislature also adopted taxes
chiefly on heavy trucks. These taxes are
now being paid and are enough .to
retire the bonds.
If Kentucky FAILS to match federal
aid (which is your money., being paid
day-by-day, mainly in federal gasoline
taxes), then these funds would be kept
by the government to be given to other
states.
BENEFITS FOR Al.!.
Kentucky has fallen behind in building
its roads. By voting -YES- for the Highway Bond Issue we can start on a program for better roads which will benefit
every county and community in the
Commonwealth. And, this can he done
without more taxes being necessary.

Wearepayingfor BETTER ROADS...let's havethem.'
VOTE E1 YES FOR BETTER ROADS, NOV. 6

For more facts about this-program, write:
1 THE KENTUCKY BETTER
ROADS COUNCIL
a now-political, public service organization

Hearing

amazing
invention...defies detection
les the

greatest step forward of the century/ Twenty-five years to perfect .. . two
seconds to put on ... and nothing to hide.
It's a brand new hearing Rid that nobody—
not even your closest fi rend — realizes
you're wearing. It ham no cords, no ear buttons, and no blobs There's nothing at all behind your ear, in your hair, or your clothing.
Not• gadget promoted to be worn ten different ways But a super power electronic
masterpiece you wear one way—the correct

Some of the ark and

Blue Crass Automobile Club
Lexington

way—at ear level for full-circle hearing
where hearing belongs!
This amazing hearing invention is now
made pottsil4le by transistors developed by
Bell Telephone Labs. Defies detection from
front, back and sides, on both men and
women. Restores the joy of natural hearing
as no other hearing aid made. Costa less
than 24' a day to operate. Get the full story.
Just send coupon

Covington Kenton County
Oiamber of Commerce
Covmgwm
Cumberland Conner
Development As.
Butkesydie

Without ohIlmation. Osage wad ta plata leesotese
free deseriptire literature on tho 1.11Wilkir mew 5..,
al aid that dense detection.

Grayson Chamber oi Commerce

Grayson
Horse Cave Rotary Club
Cave

Ky. Automobile Dealers Asia.
Louisville

Ky. Petroleum

Louisville

Eli:abet/stows

Bureitu Federation
$ot. Matthews

(‘WrIrtleraD

Street

Ky. Farm

a

Glasgow

Ky. Section, American

of CivilEngineers
Lexingtoa

Kentucky Chamber of

Bond tic,,,'

—

Society.

Marketers Assn

R I( hmond Board of Trade
RI(hmond
Sent( Cumberlands. Inc
Somerset

Lmuisville
Somerset Clamber of
Lebanon Junction Lion's Club

Lebanon Junction

Commerce
Somerset

Leuirville Automobile Club
Louisville

Springfield Chamber of
Commerce

Springfield
Nicholasville Chamber of

Kr. Motor Trouisport Arm
Louisville

1
1

Ky. Rural Letter Carriers Assn Sturgis Kivanis Club
Owenton
Sturgis

Horse

Flizahethtoum Chamber of
Commerce
Glasgow Chamber

Name

Lexington, Kentucky

organizations that beer, endorsed the $1049 atillieta Road

Commerce

THE LISTENER
517 Kentucky Ave, Paducah, Ky.

FANTASTIC?
You'll say it's fantastic? Look
at this tiny micro-sock miracle. It weighs only • fraction
of an ounce! Yet its unbelisv
able efficiency put. hack into
your earl th• finest ',caring.
you have ever had short of
.114turs's own I

159 Barr Street

m" I

Commerce

U. S. 227 Ilighwas

Assok istion

1
1
1
1
1

Winchester

City
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Fulton County. The amount of
Mrs. Harry Reams
the payment will be based on the
normal yield for the farm or the
Chosen
To Make
normal yield for the designated
acreage, whichever is smaller
New York Trip
• • •
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
Mrs. Harry Reams of the
Time Extension Granted
while you wait. Forrester's
First Methodist Church in FulS. E. Holly, Office Manager
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
ton will represent the Parts Disof Fulton County AS(', has
trict in a United Nations Workannounced that the county ofFour
Western
Kentucky bers will receive a copy of the shop on "Peace" to be conductRENT A NEW 'TYPEWRITER
fice has received official in- newspaper publishers
Agreement For Signing
have been Hatch Act as it petains to the ed in New York next month.
or Adding Machine. Rental
formation that the deadline for questioned by a
federal grand advertising of candidates .for On her return from New York,
applies on purchase. Harvey
Is Extended To Oct. 15
placing 1957 Wheat Acreage in jury about a
political advertise- federal offices.
Caldwell Co, Drive-In Office
Mrs. Reams will conduct • simiAny producer who has a reg- the Soil Rank Program, use. ment
published during the priOutfitters, Corner Walnut & ular ,
Westpnelin
g
and
Nelson
wheat acreage allotment der the 'Acreage Reserve phase.. mary election
said lar workshop for her District
race for Congress they told the district
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
together -with an as-yet-unart‘
may take part in the Soil Bank's has been extended from Sep- between
attorney
Noble J. Gregory and and
ncunced Minister who will also
the
grand
jury
Acreage
narne.of
the
Reserve
tember
21st
Program
to
October
for
Westinghou
5th.
FOR SALE:
se ElecElwood Gordon of Benton.
the man who .inserted the ad. make the New York trip
tric stove, perfect condition. the 1957 winter wheat crop. M. Any farmer desiring to place
This was revealed today at a They didn't tell KPA members
Mrs. Reams is an active work0.
Champion.
his
allotment
Chairman
in
of
the
Soil Rank meeting of Kentucky
the
Sell reasonably. Call Mrs. Joe
Press As, the name.
er in thc local WSCS, .Sunday
Fulton
County
Agricultural Prognim should Rive this Ms sociation members
Kasnow, 866, Fulton.
from the first
Stabilization and Conservation Immediate attention.
Walker, according to publish- School and Church activities, and
and second KPA district held at
• • •
ers here today, said he interpret- her New York trip is being
POWELL and ISODY Shoe Re- Committee, said today. ProducDawson Springs last week.
ers on farms which receive an
ed the Hatch Act-to mean that sponsored by the Wesley GleanThe Acreage Reserve agreepair offers you prom* accuThe advertisement, strongly advertisements by candidates ers Sunday School class.
allotment
as
a
"new
farm"
for
ment
Must be signed not only by asitlitiortion
rate service at moderate cost.
and signed by a for federal office must carry the
the 1957 wheat crop, however, the farm
operator, but also — if group calling itself
204 Church Street, Fulton.
Citizens For signatures of those who run Sell 'the easy way—Want Ads!
are not eligible for participation the operator is a
share-tena
nt—
SPECIAL--Regular $5.95 "Cush- in the 1957 Acreage Reserve pro- by each person who as owner or Clean Government was pub- them.
rent campaigns
halted in at least nine Western
ion" Robe Football blanket gram.
This applies to circulars as
landlord has control of the Acre- Kentucky
Violation of the Hatch Art
papers. Publishers not
Payments under the program age Reserve land
(with carrying case). Special,
well
as
news
advertising
,
Walk- could result in a year's imor who is to
long
as they last, $1.98. will be made for reducing .the receive compensation under the called before the grand jury er was quoted as saying.
prisonment and a fine-of $1,000.
Charlie Scates Store. Church acreage of winter wheat below agreement. Provision is made were questioned earlier by the
Most KPA membeis expressed
FBI.
Gregory defeated Gordon in
the amount of the allotment, de- tel properly
Street, Fulton.
protecting the inThe Federal Bureau of In- concern over the technicalities the race and is unopposed this
-- signating in a written agreement terests of tenants and shatecropWELLS DRILLED for industry a specified part of the allot- ers under the program.
vestigation received a request of the law because of the cur- fall.
and homes. Modern equip- ment acreage as acreage to be
several weeks ago to investigate
Chairman. M. 0. Champion,
ment, experienced workmen. "reserved"
the publication in relation to the
from
production.
may Hatch Act, a law controlling
Write or call Watson Co.. Land so designated may not be explained that farmers
designate
as
much
as
50
per
cent
Phone 261. Fulton. Ky.
cropped or grazed for the per!federal elections.
of their allotment or 50 acres,
of today's most wanted
iod of the agreement.
The grand jury's action apparwhichever
is
larger,
for
inclusFOR SALE:: Water tank with
The rate of payment for wheat
for
home decoration!
ently
was
an
upshot
of
FBI
the
ion
nthe
i
wheat
Acreage' Regas burner, good condition, acreage placed in the Acreage
serve. However, the wheat acre- probe.
New
is
hams
MIAs* Pokes hicleasig owe nor
bargain. Call 152, Fulton.
Reserve is $1.37 per bushel in
The grand jury and District
age designated for the Acreage
Wallkide Rubberized Satin Finish
10% DISCOUNT on all remnant FOR SALE: Four Coleman floor Reserve may not exceed the Attorney Leonard Walker wantVc•Ilhide Alkyd Flat Will Paint
furnaces, oil burning. All in wheat allotment. The minimum ed to know why the four pubsize Gold Seal Linoleum in
Similitude Enamel
excellent
lishers
Wallhide
declined
acreage-which
operating
reveal
Clog Enamel
to
stock.
the farmer may
Exchange
the
Furniture
condition;
only reason for selling is re- designate for the Acreage Re- identity of the person or perCompany, 207 Church Street,
placed by natural gas. Sell at serve is 3.acres or the wheat al- sons who placed the advertiseFulton.
bargains. Call 152, Fulton.
lotment, whichever is smaller. ment, according to Paul WestFOR RENT: Floor sanding mapheling, publisher of the Fulton
STOVEPIP
E,
elbows, dampers,
chine and electric floor polishNews, and Bill Nelson, publishKEEP
THIS
AD
!
stove boards, etc. Exchange
er and electric vacuum cleaner of the Benton Tribune. The
Over 20.00) Arthritic
and advertisement
Furniture
Company,
en. Exchange Furniture Co.
207
ran in both paRheumatic
Sufferers
have
taken pers. Other papers
Church Street, Fulton.
Phone 35, Church Street.
running the
this Medicine since it has been
ad were not named.
WELDING—FABRIC ATING
CLOSEOUT — Linoleum a n d
on the market. It is inexpensive.
The publishers talked about
plastic blocks, only 10c, 14c WAYMATIC REGULATOR. can be taken in the home. For
the. matter and were promised
and 15c per block while preFlee information, give name and
COMPANY
by their central KPA office at
sent stock lasts. Exchange
address to P. 0. Rex 522, Hot
PHONE 1866
Lexington that all 'KPA memFurniture
Company,
20 7
Arkansas.
Springs,
Electric—Acetylene
Church Street, Fulton.
Spot Welding
FARM FOR SALE — 40 acres
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard We Specialize
In Field Service
good land, with housse. Loand automatic models. ;129.95
And Shop Work
cated in Graves County, Ky.,
and up. Sales and *vice.
Welders:
on milk route, school bus
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
L. A. SIMPSON
route. Two miles from MikeT.
J.
EASTERW
OOD
dum, Tenn.. on gravel road; 1
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
Next to
mile north of State Line highand Buy your office supplies
SONNE mAqppsr
way. Write: Mrs. Kathleen
and equipment. Harvey CaldGARAGE AND DAVIS
Golden.. Box 22, Homewood,
well Co., Drive-In Office OutSTOCK PEN
-Illinois.
fitters, New r...ocaticti-!, corner
Walnut &
Plain
Streets.
Phone 674.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Publishers Queried
About Political Ads

WHEAT GROWERS
MAY PARTICIPATE IN
ACREAGE PROGRAM

- —
WILLOW-WILDE SCOIRES
AGAIN
Willow-Wilde Farms of Fulshowed
ton
the
Guerhoey
Champion bull at the Kentucky
State Fair in Louisville last
Thursday.

Burnette-Hixson Enter
Iowa Dairy Show
Cecil Burnette and Elmer Hieson, Fulton, has entered oft' head
of Guernsey cattle at the 1954
National Dairy Cattle Congrese
be held at Waterloo, Iowa,
tO
September 29 through October 6,
E. S EstfL exposition secretary.
manager has announced.

LookIn for

THE BEST IN
DRY CLEANING?

HUNDRE13fl
.

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

Switch to SANITONE and
Your Search Is Ended I
It really gets out ALL the
dirt—every spot. 114isk•a
olitlors, patterns and textures
leiok like new again.
ONIII roe sr a vICI NOV.

0 K LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS
Phone 1:to

Are You Listening?
WFUL

FOR SALE: Large coal circulating heater; will heat whole
house. Good condition, bargain. Call Fulton, 152.

FARM LOANS

(AM AND FM) Brings YOU

Long Terms-Easy Payment..

Top Football
Broadcasts every week

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
—Insureree-

408 Main St

Phow 5

Here Is a schedule of broadcasts. Clip & Save

Savo Space, Install.

(Afternoon games A M and FM: evening games, FM only)

DATE
Put a wall to wall
carpet of warmth on
your floors . . have
even, steady heat in
thl.,farthest corners!
to install, fits
ct7the wan between
studs.
•Tan No Floor Spoil
...Not Erse
bwl
•Circulates Neat
Through Your Nose
•Makes low Cast
"len Nesting" Easy
•Irdvsive "Neat.

LOWEST PRICE EVER.
EASY TERMS!
LOW DOWN PAYMENT * EASY TERMS
Now is the hest time ever to replace your old-fashici.,
sink. Start enjoying these timesaving,work-saving features:
• Deluxe swinging mixing-faucet—warranted 5 years
• Removable cutting board
rinse spray
• Handy,
• Soap-box rack
• Sturdy STEEL construction . .. will not warp, rot, MOO

•Directions& Slow
Available
•Gas Saving "MeEbben" lamer
•Complete, Accent,
Safety Cearrets

21
22
28
29

Oct
Oct

5
6
Oct 12
Oct 13
Oct 20

stick, or splinter

• Beautifully curved contours
• Partitioned, lined cutlery drawer
• One-piece steel top—porcelain-enameled, osid-reusioall
• Easy to dean, easy to keep dean
• 5 huge, easy-gilding drawers
• Enormous undercoblnot storage space
• Broad, no-tip droinboords
• Crumb-op strainer catches food particles
• Finished In gleaming fear White
• Youngstown Kitchens rood Waste Disposer *ally in.
socilkid—only $79.91 warn, plus Installation

•EASY FHA TERMS
3 Years to Pay
Pay As little As
Nothing
Down

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St.

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

Phone 185

BUY NOW -SAVE NOW
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street
1...M.W.V •

Phone 185
— ^"•—•1r

1m ,P•mors."--111-7M11=1/

Oct 27
Nov
-- Nov

2
3

Nov 10
Nov 17
Nov 24

TEAMS
Fulton-Marion
UK-Georgia Tech
Fulton-Murray
UK-Ole Miss
Fulton-Trigg Co.
UK-Florida
S. Fulton-Newbern
UK-Auburn
UK-LSU
UK-Georgia
Murray-Ark State
S. Fulton-Fulton
UK-Maryland
Murray-Middle, Tenn
UK-Vanderbilt
UK-Xavier
UK-Tennessee

LOCATION
home

TIME

home
away

7:30 pm.
1:30 pm.
7:30 pm.
8:00 pm.

home
away

7:30 pm.
1:30 pm.

home

7:30 pm.
8:00 pm.

home

home
home
home

8:00 pm.
1:00 pm.
8:00 pm.

home
away
away

7:30 pm.
1:30 pm.
7:30 pm.

away

Homecoming, UK
home
away
(Subject to ('hange)

2:00 pm.
ni

1:00 pm.

In
K,
ty
th
co
,
tv.

